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By Victor Wright

''George. Bush put a facade over

Hilltop Staff Reporter

the entire nation·. I think that white
Democrats who don't want the
blacks to get ahead, voted
Republican,'' said Wayne Deadwyler, a finance major from
Washington, D.C.
Less than two hours after polling

Student reaction was mixed follow·
ing the convincing election of Vice
president George Bush as the 41st
president of the United States
Tuesday.
''I pretty much felt that Bush
would win the election from tl).e
beginning. The Democratic was not
as strong as the Republican ticket,''
said Kevin Brown, an if).surance major from Fort Washington, Md.
''I think the best man won because
he was the one with experience. Bust
will represent America well. He has
black interests at heart,'' said Anthoni Bell; a freshman from
Washington, D.C .

'

places closed on the East Coast, closed, George Bush was the projected

winner with 312 electoral votes and
some 53 percent of the popular vote.
At his campaign headquarters in
Houston, Bush vowed to be the president of those who voted for him and
of those who didn't.
''I want to work for the work for
the hopes and interests not only of
my supporters 'but for those who did
not work for me,'' he said:

Dukakis in his concession speech future of the Democratic Party and again.''
''The U.S. economy would have to
encouraged young people to continue the failings of the Michael Dukakis
to pursue political careers. ''There candidacy.
g6 belly-up for the Democrats to
is nothing you can do in this world
Dr. Joseph McCormick, chairman wrest control of the White House . If
more fulfilling, -more satisfying than of the department, believes four the economy goes bad under a
giving of yourself others, making a DemocratS will come to the forefront Republican watch·, that is the only
contribution to your community, of the party and vie for its control. scenario that the Democrats will win
your state, your nation and your
Civil rights activist and former the White H Ouse, '' McCormick said.
fellow citizens," he said.
Democratic hopeful, · Jesse L.
Dr. Alvin Thorton blamed
At Howard, students and ad- Jackson, New_York governor, Mario ' Dukakis' showing on an unwillministrators had gathered in the main Cuomo, newly-elected Virginia ingness to confront the issues by the.
ballroom of 'the Armour J . senator, Charles Robb and Georgia candidate and a lack of responsibiliBlackburn Center to await election senator Sam Nunn will represent the ty on the part of the national media
party on a extreme left to far right to deal with substantive topics.
returns and discuss the overall
significaflce of the race.
, scale of ideology, he said.
''Dukakis was unable to clearly
It was an optimistic Democratic
''It would be unfortunate for separate his basic political ideologies
audience that grew ever more solemn
Jackson to run again in 1992,'' from those of George Bush,'' Thornas the night went on.
McCormick said. ''He is in danger-of ton said.
''The Democrats· must . redesign
A panel of four Howard political becoming the Rodney Dangerfield of
American politics if he runs and loses themselves to address fundamental
science professors discussed the

iSsues that are of primary concern to
main-stream Americans,'' Thorton
said.
''They must also expand the electorate . A Democratic victory lies in
an expanded electorate rather than a
fight over the votes that are already .
out there.'' Thornton said.
. As the realization of the
Democratic loss set in, students and
prfessors alike were left to ponder the
role of African-Americans in a conservative Republican era that will last
at least four more years. ~
Many students looked toward the
possibility of aligning themselves with
a third party in hopes of finding a
candidate strong enough to challenge
the Republican Party.

GrouP.. seeks return
of Liberation Flag
'

.

By George Daniels
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Few Howard students know of the
African Liberation flag that once
fleW in front of Founders Library,
but most of them agree that it needs
to be displayed again.
''It's an insult that we don't have.
it,'' said junior Aarifln Pop~. '' ... We
should have sQmething that
represents who we are and where
we're from,'' she said.
Sophomore Devray Kirkland
ag~eed.
.
''I feel that it is necessary to give
stttdents a sense of blackness and
heritage,'' said the zoology major.
Contrary to a rumor that the flag
came down when President-elect·
George Bush spoke at commencement in 1982, the flag came down
about three yearS ago, according to
E. E thelbert Miller, director of the
Afro-American Resource Center.
Miller said that he removed it
because of- s~udent's failure to take
care of the ·nag. He recalls feeling
disgusted when it was continuously
left flying in the midst of the natural
elements and feeling angry about the
way students were disrespecting the
svmbol by treating it thar way.

•

." The flag represents your country,'' he said. ''You treat it with
respect and love," he added.
Miller said that if students want to
ny the flag again, they should secure
a higher qua1ity flag than the last one
and should assign a committee within
their own organization or group to
take care 6f the daily raising and
retiring of the flag.
He also suggested that they work
out a deal with the campus Security
Division so that it could, possibly
become a part of the division's daily
routine.
.
Sophomore Nate Moore who is the
membership chairman for the
Howard chapter of the NAACP said
that he is determined to get the flag
up even if campus organizations have
to pool the funds to buy another one:
''It's a statement on behalf of
Howard University that we are attempting to get back to our culture,''
said the business major.
''We have two alternatives, one is
_" to_s~~e &~a.(fiti OJJ, campus, or two, to
fly the Liberation flag,'' Moore s'a id,
refering to the recent defacing of
Frederick Douglass Hall located on
the center of the main campus with
the colors of the flag spray painted
on thf\ front of the building.
•
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Cosby was guest of honor at the 1987 Homecoming game.

Cosby gives Spelman $20M
'

<

Special to the Hilltop
Actor Bill Cosby and his wife
Camille bestov. ed S20 million on
Spelman Coliege, la:,: ,,·.:-et.:. ::1 an
act desig11ed to encourage o; r.ers 10
support the shak}' foun~atio.ns o.f
the estimat·e d JOO h1s1or1call)
African -American . insiitlI~ions
across tl1e country.
Cosby a1111ounced his g'ift to ~he
college during the inau~ura~!on
ceremonies of Spelman s t1rst
African-America n \voman, l'resident, Johnnetta B. Cole. ~
''The Cosbys set a shi'nin'g ex{lmple for Americans and particularly
black Ameri cans by their extraor ~
dinary gift for our sister institution,
Spelman College," said. Ho,,·ard
presiden1 James Cl1eek, in a state1

1

'
ment released frOJ!l the Uni:ersit)'_:
About sixty percent of the
Cosbys' gift has been earmarked
for the building of the Camille
Olivia Hanks Cosb}' Academic
Center, according to published
ne\\'s sources. The rest has been
targeted ,for ~upporring the e11dov.•ing chai~s i'h the social s..: ien..:es, fine
arts. and the i'lun1ar.:::.:- ~ .
Tl1e Cosb)·s pre,·iolt:,i) J011 ateu
$1 1nillion to Fisk Uni,·ersit\' ir:
Na~hville. _
·
''\\'e rejoice with Dr. Cole and
her colleagues on their good fortune
and \Ve look for\vard to si1nilar concrete expressions of confidence in
the critica l!}' important nlission of
lii storicall y black colleges and
qniversities in th!s countr}'," Cheek
said.
·

'
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The Marching Bison moves the crowd during FAMU.' s halftime show.

FAMU Marching lOO's brass section entertains the stadi..11m crowd.

Bison strut-their :stu atFAMU
See related story, page 3

-·

By Alonza Rober{son
Hilltop Staff Reporter

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.-- The
charcoal-grill smoke from the many tailgate barbeque parties sifted
slowly through the growing stadium crowd, here for the Florida
A&M University homecoming .
Alumni and students alike drank
from bottles--soda, beer, and
liquor-- to cool off and warm up.
V_endors briskly sold their souvenir wares. Palm trees swayed in
the slight afternoon breeze. Young
men, in a nearby parking lot, stood
by their cars and trucks where radios and elaborate speaker systems
boomed the latest in Florida rap
music, which would more accurately be described as bass music.
It was 70 degrees, the sky was an
unadulterated blue and the field at
Bragg Memorial Stadium appeared
to be in good condition. There were
to be no excuses. None for the two
leading football teams in the MidEastern Athletic Conference about
to clash, nor any for the loser of the

long-anticipated battle of the
bands.
_
...-- .... _
''Today the Rattlers will strike,
strike, and strike," said Dr. Frederick Humphries, president of Florida A&M University, kicking off the
pre-game festivities.
The Marching .100, the highlyacclaimed FAMU marching band,
circled the field. The'' 100,'' which
actually has about 250 to 300 mem. bers, began their trademark ''death
march.''

One fan's view
''Tat, tat, tat~ tat, boooom," the
drums cried.· On the iboom the entire band, in unison, raised one leg
waist high and held it there for at
least five seconds. ''Tat, tat, tat,
tat, booom. ''
It sounded like a real death
march, something out of the French
revolution. The precision and unity was impressive. The band continued for about five minutes, as
the sea of orange and green-clad

fans came to 'tts feet.
_Th~y went on to perform for
some 15 minutes, the highlight being the playing Of the Star-Spangled
Banner with 40 high school bands
that had been' invited to march in
the homecoming parade.
But alas, the Marching Bison had
yet to make it to the stadium. The
on ly hotel vacancies this weekend
were some 45 minutes away in
Thomasville, Georgia. And when
they did get there, in the middle of .
the first quarter of the game,
FAMU supporters had laid claim to
Howard's reserved seating section.
Throughout the first half, the
·two bands alternated performing
short pieces that did little to' move
the 1crowd. But you certainly did
hea,r the F AMU horn section which
'looked 25 trumpeters deep.
Here was Howard, about to take
on the number one marching band
in the land, accordi ng to NBC Television; the most imitated band in
America, according to the Miami

photo by Keith Leadbetter
'
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Small wonder, Adolph Wright Jr ..
thrills both Bison ond Rottier fans. -

Herald.
''We were scared," said band
member Nina Mo-o re. '' \Ve were
expected to get blown away; every-

body was telling us how good (he

FAMU band was."

,

see Band, page 9
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Hospital welcomes new sports medicine center
By Claire Louis and Joan Woods
Hilltop Staff Reporters

At a ceremony marking the opening of the Howard University
Medical Diagnostic Medicine Center

(HUMED) held Tuesday, Redskin
cornerback Darrell Green spoke of
the importance of good health.
.• ,
''I was attracted to HUMED
because it had the exe~cise machines
and all the equipment needed to get
and keep young people in
shape,"said Green.
HUMED, a division of the
Howard Universtiy Hospital,offers a
diagnostic cente;, sports medicine
center and a·travel medicine center to
the-community at large.

The sports medicine c.enter, touted
by physical therapist Mike Ford as
the -best sports center on the East
Coast, boasts some of the most
technically advanced exeicise equipment available today.
A system of computerized workout
machines, plus a doctor or therapist,
is available at the sports medicine
center to help a patient do anything
from losing weight to healing a torn
ligament .
Under the travel medicine division,
a patient is matched with a specialist
who has been' trained in infectious
diseases and parasitology.
. In addition to immunizing, the

specialist instructs patients on possible health hazards of their travel
destinations, the best foodS to eat to
avoid health problems, and the ways
to take ~pecific. m~d~c~tiOns.
.
The d1agnost1c d1v1s1on deals. with

Medicine, no pian has b'een worked
out to make the center available to
undergraduate student'i covered

unde'r the university's health plan.
Bond said, however, that if a sttli
" dent were injured in either intramura1
problems such as infertility, ii:iternal or' int'ercollegiate athletics, then the
medicine, endocrinology, card1ology, center might see them at no addiand facilitates minor surgery.
'
tional cost. He said that the; center ·
Perhaps the only major disadv·an- would mainly be accessible to tt)ose
tage of the extremely efficient HUM- students covered under their parents'
ED is that it is not really accessible health plan.
to all Howard undergraduate
students.
· The center is located at 6323
Georgia Avenue, and is open ·from
1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Monday
According to Vernon Bond,
throug.pFriday.
associate dean of the College of
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Farrakhan
to speak at
Burr JGym

Divinity ponders church appeal
"

•

'

Jones said that, in his op1n1on,
By Ti.na Travers
many churches are caught in a time
Hilltop Staff Reporter
warp where they suffer ,f rom a ''kind
of religious rigormortis ." He notes
The School of Divinity set about that the very langiiage thCY ·use -ma·ya.ddressing the problems facing the
Christian community at their 72nd- cut them off from the people they are
Annual Convocation held Nov. 2 trying to reach.,
''Religious language can get in the
through 4 at Thurman Chapel with
the theme ''Transmitting the Faith: way of transmitting the gospel [because churches] talk in a closed
Generation to Generation'. ''
According to Dr. Lawrence N. community, the; verii language causes
Jones, dean of the School of Divin- people not to u'hderstand what
ity and speaker at the convocation, they're talking about," said Jones.
He said the language becomes
· said that the purpose of the event was
to enlighten the faculty and students more significant when its effect on
on issues confronting the church and the growth 6f the church is analyzed.
the African-American family. He The younger generation, he said~ is
said it was also an instrumCnt by not developing an interest in the
which the school gets feedback from church because that langUag·e is not
being passed on by the older generthe community.
. ''Some Jack of appeal of churches ation; which leads to a generation
has its roots in public perception," gap.
Jones ·further asserted that the
said' Jones. ''One problem is that
many people see the church as irrele- ctiurch must be bifocal and bilingual
vant or unbelievaPle and the pro- in order to reach the world.
''We must discover the approprigrams of the church, are not
sufficiently significant to get more ate vehicles by which to transmit our
than a casual involvement [from the faith ... and we must know· that the-world is not panting to receive our
m.embers]''.

'

message," he said.
Dr. Janice 1-:lale-Benson also addressed also the._question concerning
the transmitting the Christian faith to
the African-American child . Hale·
Benson is the founder and executive
director of Visions for Chi ldr~n . a
program desjgned to facilitate the intellectual development of Af,ricanAmerican pre-school children:
According to Hale-Benson, the
African·American culture must be
analyzed to understand faith .
''Tra~itionally, religion was the
central theme of slavery. Faith is particularly strong when people feel the
lack of control, "she said.
Although the lack of control was
present in the slaves• situation, they
continued to believe that they were
God's chosen people 1 _Hale-Benson .
Acfo rding to Hale·~nson, the
slaveS were more concerned that
suffering woul4 weaken their faith.
Therefore, they did not appeal to Je·
sus to remove their suffering, but to
prevent them from sinking down in
their faith.

By Ona Alston
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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Minister
Farrakhan leader
?f the Nation of Islam will dis~uss the
issue of ''Black Empowerment in the
l 990's' when he speaks to students in

'

•

'

1-

Burr Gy~nasium next Friday.
According to Paris Lewis presi-

dent of Progressive Student' Movement at Howard, sponsors of the
program , Farrakhan is expected to
· caus~ an draw a huge crowd, overflo~1ng the gym's 3,(H)() seating capacity.
The event, scheduled to be follo_wed by a concert featuring Public

Enemy an~ Eric B. Rakim at the

pb,otO by Merriman King

Min. Louis Farrakhan spake exhuberantly
·- during his last vist ta Howard.

Clubhouse located on 13th and Upshur Street, is being co-sponsored by
and Colossal Enterprises of Suitland
Maryland
.
'
1
. I ~wi <: <:;iid th;ir the organization is
see Farrakhan, page 9
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By Kalena Hammock
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Aside from .providing health care
10 students and faculty, Howard
University also tries to provide care
to the local community.
The Howard University Family
Health Care Center , located on
Rhode Island Ave . N.E., provides
health care service to both adults and
chi ldren_, including pregnancy care,
heart disease and blood pressure
treatment, minor surgery and outpatient surgery .
Beverly Price, outreach activities
coordinator of the center, says that
the ce nter gets a lot of response from
I l1e commxity.
' 'We get a lot of people from all
over D. C. We have participated in
heal1h fairs around the district which
has increased the community's ·
awarc11css of the center," she said.
The health c;are center is a part of
Howard UniversitY H ospital and
medical students who are in the
residency training .program comprise
so me of the staff at the center.
Rl1th Mathews, of the family practice department, at the hospital says
that 1he reside1.1.cy students wprk at

I

the health center of their choice.
'' In order to complete their family practice cler kship, the resident
must spend three weeks at the
center ,." she said ''They are supervised by an attending physician when
they do rounds and when they do
fo llow-ups on patients they have examined.''

'

•

'

•

Students who think they might
have psychological problems, are encouraged to come to the center on
Monday, Thursday or Friday from
10 a.m.- 2:30 p.m. to talk to a
coui\selor.

-

(

'

•

•

The Howard University counseling
center provides psychological
counseling and training for students,
faculty and staff. The center also acts
as a training structure for social work
and doctoral students wh.o receive
practical experience at the center in
mental health.
The counseling center also conducts individual workshops for
students. One workshop on date rape
was . held for students in various
dormitories.
·

'
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Garfield Sw_aby
By Andrea M. Morehead
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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photo by Christopher Williams

The ~nter on Rhode Island Ave. N.E. provides community services.

Academics, reputation, location
and social life are just a few of the
attractions which lure new entrants to
Howard University.
For transfer stuctents, Howard-has
provided an escape from places they
have found to be less attractive. ·
Fleeing hostile, racist , or indifferent
cnviroment s at white sc h ools
African-American transfer studentS
are beginning to compose a growing
part of the Howard population.
· .. According 10 the Office of Admissio ns, approximately 900 students
transfer to Howard every year. Dur-

ing the 1987-88 school year, 910
'chose Howard .

Campus
events

•

1

T hursday, Nov. 10 from 8-9:30
p.m.,H USA will sponsor the
REDl -SED Seminar Series. The
educational program will instruct
students on how t~· get successful
internships, job placement, and on
volunteer projects;-among others.
The program will be held in Room
116 in Douglass Hall.
Thursday, Nov. 10 at 6:30
p.m.,Th e Graduate Student
Council will present a lecture by
Dr. Joseph A. Baldwin, chairman
of the .department o f psychology
at Florida A&M University on the
''.Intricacies of Cultural Oppression: Toward A Science of Psychological Liberation.''
The lecture is a part of The Distinguished Lecture Series to be
held in the East Ballroom of the
Blackburn Center.

.
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Corrections
-.

•

The first article written in the
Hilltop's Blakpolitiks (published 11-4 on the inside cover) was
authored by Mark Howard and
was intended as an explanation
of the magazine 's purpose.
The article on Howard' s swim
team published o n page 11 last
week was incorrect- the men 's
swim team took two first place
finishes and two second place
finishes.
-The map of Grenada printed on
page 7 Of last week's Hilltop
was intended to run on page 11 .
The map of Southern Africa
printed on p~ge 11 was intended to run on page 'l.
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The Black Woman ... ''like an E?bony phoenix, each in her own
time and her season with her own story.''

•
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For further information please. call
636-6918 or 636-6919
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Sports
Bison loss-to Rattlers j.eopardizes MEAC title
'

JASON .

B.

JoltNsoN

.

-

•

•

•

After the game, Head Coach Willie
Jeffries commended the strength of·
Rattler defense but said that this was
a game the Bison lost on their own.
''We started off 17-7 and we just
couldn't bury them ... we didn't score
any in the second half. It was their
defense that shut us down,'' said Jef-

end, Howard again scored off of
strong defensive play. A quarterback
sack by linebacker Charles Gibbs
forced a fumble which was recovered
by defensive
tackle
David
Westbrook.This gave the Bison the
ball on the F ..\..MU 18·vard-line:

fries. "I thought we played real well

defensively, I think we got down
From there Killings ripped over the
emotionally in the third quarter."
right side of the line for a 17-yard
- Throu8;houTthe game the defenSC' gain, being stopped just short of the
was unable to totally shut down the goalline. Two plays later quarterback
Lee DeBose ran a quarterback sneak
Rattlers, missing ' tackles and not
following through on their defenSive - over the middle for the score. The
Bison now led 17 to 7.
assignments. Ip all, FA."'1U gained
243 rushing yards and 89 . passing
yards. The Howard offense was able
At this point the Bison just seemto run for only 99 yardS and pass for
ed to lose .control.
127. ,
In just over one minute the Rattlers
Running Back Fred Killings felt
mistakes were made in the game and scored twice to take the !Cad and the
that the team took itself out of the momentum of the game.
game.
From the Bison 28-yard-line the
Rattler quarterback scored on a
broken field run to bring the Rattlers
within striking distance of Howard,

Just thinking
The second semester is fast approaching, a·nd with it comes 1he
second half of the athletic yc;ar.

This got me to thinking -- did you

•

•

ever notice ...
We have not heard that much in
terms of suppOrt from President
Cheek, or any other top admini~tration heads, when it comes
to school athletic teams. The Proclamation given to the football
team earlier this season was nice,
but that )Vas to one team, one time
this year. Maybe.we will jtlSt have·
to wait until there's another photo...
opportunity f_or Cheek to get on
camera and cty racism before the .
teams get any consistant ''dap. ''
The soccer team on this campus
may just be the best in ihe country. A national caliber team playing to nearly empty stands ... think
about it people! What does that
say about the student body here?
The women's basketball team
'a in't .half bad either, considering
they dominate the MEAC when it
~ comes to talent-, desire, dedication
and winning.
.T he wrestling team, has one of
the most grueling schedules of any
Howard team, complete with
several lengthy away tournaments.
Just maybe they deserve much
more support and patronage from
the student body than they have
gotten in the past.
The women's volleyball team
went undefeated this season, and
just missed placing in the top three
.of the MEAC Tournament.
The Shark swim teams also
merit applause. Tri.:state champions are nothing to sneeze at you
know.
·--At: this school, sports is not the
''end all'' and the ''be all'' of campus life. Yet our teams, comprised or stl19ents who are athletes,
and not athletes who are stu·dent~.
are among the best.

· photo by Keith Leadbetter.

Running back Fred Killings is smothered at the line af scrimmage by the Rottier defensive line.

By Jason Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Th'e Howard football team suffered their worst defeat this season,
losing 34-17 to the Rattlers of Florida
A&M University, at Bragg Stadium
last Saturday. The loss has put
serious dOubt. ori .the possibilities of
the Bison repeating as MEAC champions this season.
The Rattlers are' now in first place
with a record of 6-2-1. The Bison are
now 6-3-1, and are over a game-andhalf behind behind the Rattlers in the
division standings.
The Bison led the game 17 to 7
with just over one minute left in the
half, when the Rattlers took control
and scored two touchdowns, taking
a 21 to 17 lead and momentum into
the second half.

-·· .,

..

•

~.

photo bf David Embden

Head Coach Willie Jeffries shouts in,tructions from the sideline.

After the half the Bison were never
able to get back on track; the R:attlers
maintained control of the game, not
allowing Howard to re-estabVsh any
kind of consistant running or passing
attack.

''We got out there
and·we played hard.
I think if we could go
back and correct
some mistakes~ we
would have
,, come out
on top.
-Fred Killings

•

17-14.
With under 90 seconds left · the
Rattlers s·acked DeBose and forced a
fumble on the Howard 23-yard-line.
From there a quick Rattler pass over
the middle to give FAMU the lead 21
to 17. Jeffries said the fumble
resulted from a broken play.
''We called for a runnilig play and
he [DeBose] called for an audible ... that really hurt us, and we gave
up the second touchdown." ·

Killings added that
what remains for the team is to go out and
finish the season successfully. When
In the second half the Bison were
asked further about his reaction to JI.nab.le to establish,any kind of offen·
the game, Killings replied ''I'm low iive ·thrust. The Rattlers kept the
right now ... I feel real low."
Bison under control for the rest of
the game.
In the first quarter-the Bison, after
•
The
Rattlers
added
two additional
falling behind 7-0 in the first-quarter,
seemed to settle down and fu'nction touchdowns, one in thC third quarter,
the other in the fourth quarter, to
smoothly on offense.
make the final score F AMU 28
Their first scoring drive came in the Howard 17.
first quarter when kicker Garry
Howard tight-end Jimmie Johnson
Mossop successfully completed a was selected to receive the top Toyota
15-yard field goal, to cut the Rattler Leadership Award for his perforlead to 7 to 3.
mance in the game. Players are
selected by coaches and faculty adOn the following series the Bison visors based on the team school and
defense went into high gear. community contributions .
Linebacker Darryon Robinson intercepted an errant Rattler pass at the
Award receipients a!"e honored onF AMU 42-yard-line, he then. rumbl- air by BET during the telecast dured past opposing players for the ing the game. Winners also receive an
touchdown. Howard then led 10-7. award and $1,000 donation to the
With the first half coming to an school's general scholarship fund.
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photo by Donovan Marks

Word processing made simpler.

Boater Harold Heoth puts a move on o defender during ac:tian against Richmond University.

H.U. soccer team heads for playoffs
Boaters' winning season earns team bye in first round

•

.BY Angela Callahan

There will be 24 teams competing
in the tournament, the top eight
The Howard University Boaters , receiving first-round byes.
With a season record of 16-0-1 , the
have kicked their way into the 1988
NCAA Division I soccer tournament Boaters posted 12 shutouts and
which begins with first-round action allowed only five goals. Overall,
Howard has
_
on Saturday, November 12.
The soccer team, who finished the PaI-ticipated in 22 straight matches
season undefeated, ranked seventh in without a defeat, dating _b ack to last
the Intercollegiate Soccer Association season .
The Bison Boaters became the first
of America (ISAA) poll and sixth in
t'he Soccer America Poll. The team and only predominantly Africanhas a first-round bye and will play the American institution to win a major
winner of the Philadelphia Textile vs. NCAA championship when they capNavy match on Nov. 20 at William tured the title in 1974.
Tucker, who was a member of the
H. Greene Stadium.
''We may make ·history by having 1974 championship team,.said that he
the first NCAA final at a historical· • feels the soccer team is a competitive
ly blaCk university," said Keith team.
''I feel we're at our peak and we're
Tucker; soccer cpach.
''They robbed us for three straight taking on any team, both offensiveyears, '82, '83 and '84, and especial· ly and defensively. I think we're a
ly '83, when we were 10-4-2. We beat strong all around team and our
American University badly, em- strongest point is that we work
barassed them, yet they still received together as a team.''
This year marks Howard's first
a bid and we did not."
•
'lThe NCAA committee changes playoff participation since 1980 when
ever so often. It so happens that the they lost to William & Mafy, 2-1 in
group of gentlemen running the c~ double overtime and were shutout in
mittee this year are trying to get the the first round.
A talented trio of all·American
best group of teams in the playoffs,''
candidates leads this year's squad:
added Tucker.
HiUcop Staff Reporter

•

Talk about manual labor. The only
thing more complicated than most word
processors is their instruction manuals.
You can wade through hundreds of
pages of "user interfaces" and "output
fonts" or try something fur simpler: The ,
Smith Corona PWP 3 Personal Word .
Processor. .
Using PWP 3 is truly an 'exercise in
simplicity. Our easy-to-follow Tutorial
DataDisk teaches you that moving blocks

of text is a snap, deleting words is a
cinch and inserting words is effortless.
In fact, PWP 3 is so incredibly simple
to use, you can pick it up in practical))'

no time.
That way, you can spend more
of ·your time writing. And less of
your time reading about writing.

=•Ill
SMITl-1
:.i
CORONnr.'.
TOMORRO\N'S TECHNOlOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH ••

' informat ion on this produ~t. "'rite to Smith Corona Corpor.1tion. 65 Locust Avenue. New Cana.an. CT 06840 or
For more
•
Smith Coron.a (Canada Ltd.), 44 0Tapsco11 Ro.d, Scarborough •.Onwio. Ciltlad.I MlB IY•.
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-junior fo~wards Waidi Akanni, Peter
Isaacs, and Samana Zula.
Waidi Akanni, a native of Nigeria,
is at the head of the pack with 14
goals, with Peter Isaacs, from
Jamaica, not far behind with 11 goals
and four assists. Zulu, who hails
from Zambia, has added eight goals
and eight assists.
''In last Saturday's win we controlled the game for 90 minutes.
Which means we are peaking right
now, which is just perfect,'' said

Zulu.
Akanni and Isaacs scored the only
two goals in last Saturday's game in
which the Booters shutout Richmond
University, 2-0.
''For the last eight years, Howard
hasn't played in the NCAA games. I
think it's nice to be able to play,''
said Akanni. ''I need to step up on my
own performance and drill a little
harder . As long as we keep playing
this kind of soccer, we sh.o uld do
well.''
''Nothing is as good as a thing
whose time has come,•' accordina to
Isaacs, who believes the soccer team
has reached that point. ''We're playsee Soccer, page 9
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-Voters went to the polls this past Tuesday
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most issues: that we will be effectively disenfranchised by nof having a candidate who
and overwhelmingly elected (Jeorge Bush
represents our interests. president. Apparently; the last eight years of
The .only viable solugon to this very real pro· Reaganomics have been good to a lot of peoblem is to particip~re at the state and local level
ple. We can only wish this were true for
of politics and to bring grassroots support of
African-Americans .
a progressive agenda through a coalition of
~
During the last eight years, there has been
these groups.
_ _
.,.
- a regression irr the rights of _our people as
This ele_c tion , revealed a pattern of
• • Reagan has torn apart severcil positive prodivisivene_ss, with voters supporting
grams that were helping us get up off the botRepublicans at a-nationaf level and overwhelmtom of the economic structure. We would be
ingly votin_g Dem_o cr_atic at the state and local
happy to see him go back to California were
level.""We should watch to make sure that this
he not being replaced by his sidekick and
does not result in.a shared monopoly of rightideologue, ·vice President Bush.
wing po-,ver such as we have seen the last eight
ibe thing that frightens many people conyears.
cerned with electoral politics is what this reWe have seen the · Democrats and the
sounding aefeat spells out for the future of the
Republicans cooperate io dismantle the proDemocratic Party. Their defeat in the last three
gressive income tax rate and send the defense
presidential elections by conservative
budget through the roof. Can we exercise
Republicans can only encourage them to mimic
enough control over our elected officials to
them with their own right-leaning Democrats ..
preyent this kin·d of behavior in the future?
Bush faces some troubling decisions in the
What is bound to happen is that the Jesse
future, and they will affect all of us. He is goJacksons and the Mario Cuomos of the
Democratic Party will be shunned in favor of , ing to have to find some way to remove the
tremendous budget deficit that threatens to
the;sam Nunns an\! the Lloyd Bentsens. Given
crush our economy, and this simply cannot be
a choice between a conservative Democrat and
done without increasing revenues .
a ·conserv~tive Republican, many of us will be
Bush will be forced to ask for a tax increase
shut out of electoral politics .
in January and we will feel the results of that
Bush and Reagan have succeeded in convinimmediately. Students graduating and entercing American voters that liberalism is a dirty
ing the labor force will find more and more
word and that the ideals behind it are wrong.
pf their paychec]\ going to Uncle Sam and we
Presidential races for the rest of the century
have to prepare for this nqw.
are going to feature right-wing candidiates runThe 1990 senate race will be important to
ning against right-wing candidaies.
African-Americans because if we do not
What does this mean for Africanmobilize behind progressive •candidates now
Americans? The same thing that it means ·for
and begin fomulating an agenda for them to
the · working poor, women, Hispanics,
emphasize, we may find ourselves on the outAmerican Indians, homosexuals, organized
side of the fence looking in .'
labor and any other groups 'on the left side of

•
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Stop the Madness

,. I

J

The bomb threat madness continues, and
.it's about time we come \ogether to do
sometl;iing about it. Every day there is a bomb
threal ' in some building on campus and the
building has to be evacuated in a procedure
that's all too familiar to all of
·us.
We must stop letting our educational process be interrupted by the juveniles who insist
on ruining class schedules with their pranks .'
Some people insist on not preparing for class
and then keep . everyone else from learning.
Bomb threats also cost all of us a lot of
money. The qext time you're walking out of
a building remember that you've just seen
about $18 go up in smoke; and it's eyen more
if you're taking Jess than 18 hours. Can any
of us afford to throw away that kind of money
three or four times a week?
The bomb threats are also trying the patience of the security officers of this universitx,. But they are allowing themselves to.become
jaded by all "of this and to be lackadaisical
11bout bomb threats. Are they adequately train~d. to recognize and deal with a bomb if they
find one?
l,
- Teachers are also fed up with this nonsense.
Several of the more dedicated and concerned
teachers are tired of having their class time
taken away by these threats and are dealing
with them effectively. Several professors do
not announce until the morning of the test
where the test is being held, and at least one
has purchased a small portable blackboard to
1

I

I

,take outside in the event of a_bomb threat. But
why should we pay to go to school and sit outside on the cold groun,d for ·class because some
clown isn't ready for a. test?
Other universities don't have this problem
with bomb threats because they have effective
policies of dealing with them. No one can really afford to ignore a bomb threat because if
there is a bomb apd it goes off; the university
is legally responsible.
But certainly the idea of bomb threats is not
a new one and someone can come up with an
effective solution. Typically, our administrators act as though there is not a problem with classes being canceled because of
these insane prank calls. They really
underestimate- the frustration ·this creates
among their teachers and students.
•
'
This is the primary problem created by these
threats--the opportunities they cost all of us.
Job recruiters visit the campus all the time.- But
when they can't finish two interviews without
having. to leave the building because of a prank
call, what does this show them about the
seriousness of our student body?
Just remember that while we'r·e out standing
around in the cold, other students at other
schools are in class learning and growing. One
day, we'll pe in direct competitioifwith these
stud~nts in gradual~· school, or on the job, and
.they ll k<low ·a lot that we won't and we'll be
out in the cold again .
·

-

Letters to the editor
•

•

, Sharks take first, second places

D ear Ed itor •
.
As a Howard_alumnus,_ I look for~~rd to reading each issue of_ the
~1lltop. However, I w:as. especially
impressed br the recen~ article by _Ms.
Kathy Orr_t1tled ''Afr1can-Amer1can
colleges priceless,'' October 28, 1988,
page 5. I have attended and taught at
both white and historically black
universities and could not agree with
·

her Inore. My teenage son, who is
cur-rently attending a public high
school in Washington, D.C., is considCring both white and black colleges
but will probably attend a black one.
Thank you for the article.
Chirles E. Donegan
~
Visiting Professor of Law,
J.D., Howard, 1967

Dea Editor
r
. '
. .
. ..
The thrill of a l1fet1m~ ~or many is
to be . seen on_ telev1~1on, have
something o~ theirs published, or t~
meet a celebrity. I ha~ t.he opportu_ruty t~ have a!1 op1n1on of m1~e
publi shed
1n
last
week s
''.Blakpolitiks'' m~~azine but was not
given any r~cogn1t1on for my work ,
(see correction, page 2).
The Hilltop can write a correction
in next week's Hilltop, but the injury
still remains.
My intention for disclosing these
comments is not to inflict an attack
but rather to insure that this matte;
will not be overlooked.
Mark Howard
Editor-in-Chief
Howard Engineer Magazine

·

We, the Howard University swim
team want a retraction for the article printed in the November 4th
H illtop, ''Howard University swim
team sinks in preseason meet.'' Not
only is this article incomp!Cte but it.
is incorrect .

If the Hilltop reporter who covered
the event had stayed through the
event,, she would have seen
J1ave seen the mens' team take two
i.~irst place fi nishes in the 4•50
freestyle relay and 4*50 medley relay·
11· she nad stayed to see tne entire ten
events, -she also would have-seen the
mens' team finish second in the 3lii100
butterfly_and breasts(roke relays, and
second "1.n the 4*100 freestyle and
medley relays.
. The womens' team finished strong
in their only two events, with two
freshmen on the relays, one·of whom
had never swam before . .

•
•

'I' m So Glad. .-. '

•

•

Editor-in-Chief
Suzanne C. Alexander

'
Managing Editor
Alonza L. Robertson

At some point in time, each of us at Howard
experiences an occasion when his devotion for
this institution is tested, Some moments may
have a minute effect on our loyalty; many
others contribute tg_significantly intensify ex1st1ng affections. These confrontations are
what serve to illuminate the "Howard Spirit."
A spirit_that was definitely ignited this past
weekend in Tallahasee .
. If one were to simply scratch the surface
he would only come away with knowing that
our football team lost aQd our band performed admirably. But digging beyond, one.might
soak in some of the obscure intangibles that
allow our relationship 'with Howard to continue to grow.
Take for example the actual football game.
True enough the result was not favorable. But
the small band of diehards sporting Howard
paraphernalia amidst a sea of orange and green
"Rattlers" atta1{led much more. New friendships were born and old friendships were further bonded. Laughs were fmolously exchanged; but, at the same time, disappointment was
shared; and most importantly, unity among
- '
f

the small number of Howardites was displayed
to perfection as we all rooted for our Bison
until the final tick.
Speaking of perfection, the Howard sp_irit
could nbt have been exuded more clearly than
the Marching Bison did Saturday. They were
simply magnificent. F AMU certainly felt the
might of the blue and white!! The band dazzled the crowd with discipline9 formations;
showed off their creativity With a "Tempta,
tions' ~ routine; and ''Alfed'' it up to a fl,lnky
Thunder Machine beat. All in all, each
member is to be commended for his efforts.
And if FAMU's band is the standard with
which all other bands are compared, t\len the
Marching Bison have truly arrived. It \Vas a
performance that allowed .a ll of. us in
Tallahasee to truly be proud.
,
We should. all take pride in our school such
as the small group of Howardites did this past
weekend. Although the university do~s leave
room for improvement, we should enioy our
years here because we will never be nble to
relive them.
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Senseless vjo.l ence must cease

No welcome mat

. I

Tamara Thumbtzen
and Elizabeth Lloyd
Residents of Eton Towers were
awakened shortly after midnight on
the morning of October 23, 1988. A
bomb threat forced us into the streets
where prostitutes and drug dealers
frequent. Eventually, we Eton Towers residents were told to walk over
to Sutton Plaza and remain uqtil fu_rther notice. We quickly discovered
that we were more than unwelcomed.
On arrival at Sutton, we were told
by a student who was working the
desk to ''Get out! You can't stay
here!'' He reiterated this numerous
times. Shortly after, Rev. James

Mendenhall (dorm CO\,lnselor) joined

•

f

•

in and commenced in the shouting.
·He felt it was necessary to inform us
that when Sutton had bohib. threats,
they did not run arourtd the corner
to Eton. ·
Residents o.f Eton would welcome
students .to stand in the lobby to es- cape the frigid weather: His point was
completely irrelevan~ .
·
The Reverend told u·s ) we h<ld .a
choice, to go outside or go iii. ·the
b<isement, a plac~ ~for a dog
or any domesticated animal! He then

quickly fled and left us downstairs.
This inconsiderate man does not
represent the title of Reverend! An
upstanding gentleman with the title
of Reverend or no title at all, would
not reject and send a large group of
young women into the biting cold
and dangerous streets.
.
The student who was in charge,
and I use the term loosely, was telling us if we wanted to stay in Sutton,
we had to follow sign-in procedures.
While waiting to be freed, we
watched young men who appeared
not to belong to Sutton Plaza, walkiQg aimlessly about. Ironically, they
were not required to present an ID or
abide by dorm procedures.
A dormitory of females located
around the corner should not be ostracized due to uncontrollable factors. If Howard University is
supposed to be the ''Mecca," is this
how we treat our fellow ''sisters and
brothers?'' If it is, we are in trouble.
Howard does not appear to be a
''family," but more of a pathetic
hypocrisy. '

Tamara Thumbtzen is a junior in the
C.ollege of liberal Arts. Elizabeth
Lloyd is a sophomore in ·the School of ~
Communications, •
•

..

•

Crime doesn·'t .p ay
•

Sharon Hayes
.
At 2:30 a.m. last Thursday Miss
Vondalia J. Robinson became the
District's 287th murder victim in
the 301 days since the new year
began. Most of the record breaking murder victims were young,
African-American ma\ es, and
most of the incidents were drugrelated. What does this tell us
about this country, or more
specifically, what does this tell us
about ourselves? what is going on
that we can so callously sit back
and watch our children die? We
read the newspapers and watch the
news and gasp and moan and say
''isn't it a shame?'' Well, it has
been a ''shame'' for much too
long now and the real shame is
that we are still saying ''isn't it a
shame! ''
We must begin to understand
the very systematic way in which
African-Americans are seemingly
self-destructing. This is no acci·dent, no conicidance, or any sheer
string of bad luck. This is a
diabolic, intricate scheme. What
we are now witnessing are some of
the end results of a long lineage of
racism and oppression. Make no
mistake about it. So now is not the
time to not worry and be happy.
It is the time for serious tears and
pain. We cry . and mourn for
everyone but ourselves. AfricanAmericans have Jed a collective
tragic life from day one in a place
called America, and no one, including ourselves, sheds tears for
us . .

Once I " reache.d the back ·exit · 01:Blackburn, I stopped. I'd realized ·
-:tfhat I -'had d'One ·something very
StJ.!pid, · and I wanted to return the
sweatshirt.
.
·
. As I started bclck, i was interCeptlam in my final year at this uni'yer- ed by a security officer. Although I
sity. I've recently had an experience gave him the sweatshirt, he continued
that I feel must be shared with my fel: with the arrest. While he called for
low students.
ba,ck up, I panicked and ran. Once
Last week, I was sitting in the I got home I felt relieved that I 8;0t
Punch Out chatting With friends. Af- away, but also quite stupid fdr what
•
ter a few minutes, ,we started talking I bad just attempted to do. I didn't
upon graduation. Now, my whole fuabout the small amount of effort even like the sweatshirt.
·
tiµe could be destroyed because of
needed to steal from one of our camthis one stupid mistake. It all looks
pus stores·. We also noticed , that
A couple of days later, as I walked so.easy_and for a moment you feel inalthoi.lgh security is around, if done out of my class, I was stopped by two
properly a person could gi;:t away.. security offic;:ers. Somehow, they had vincible, but the reality settles in and
with some ''free'' merchandise. Af- - found me and_t·his was the bCginning you are left with nothing but hope
ter a heated debate and a little per- of a nightmare. I ~a_s taken to head- and lots of prayers.
suasion, I tlecided to see just how qllarters,. questioned and referred to
''easy'' it would be.
·
Lots of us have tried. We have
the Dean of. Student Affairs.
I walked into the campus Stofe and
As I
writing t.his, my whole tried taking a meal from the cafeterbrowsed ~und by the sweatshirts. Howard career is in jeopardy. I have ia, a book from the book store or a
, With vory little thought or contem- worked hard to put m):self through sweatshirt from the campus store. It
plation, I balled up a sweatshirt and schooJ. I c;:ontinue to work full-time, all seems harmless until you get
proceed¥o' Walk out, of the store. and am trying to attend law ·school . caught, then the whole ballgame

Anonymous

•

•

am

.,.

We shouldn't be frightened or
put off by the concepts of pains
and tears. Rather, we should allow
it to mobilize us as it always has
in the p,a st. Pain ma·kes you work
for relief. It was pain which drove
Harriet. Tubman to say ''Either
you come With me and be free or
you die.'' It was pain which made
Malcolm X speak the biting truth
at all costs and do what had to be
done by any means necessar'y. It
was pain that moved us to be

changes. You may tiave to face the
loss of your scholarship, suspension,
or even expulsion from the
university.

beaten by clubs, bitten by ddgs,
and hosed down in the stieets liKe
animals just to eat~ live and be
educated where we .choose. So
pain is quite a force to be reckon- ~
ed with. It' s time we started -mak- __
ing America reckon with our pain.
We must take control of the situation now.
~
No longer Can we ,sit back and
Watch our children, our peoj)le
perish. Each life that is lost is a
slap, an attempt to awaken us and

move us ill_ way~ we have never
been movedOMOre. We must rise
up, respect each other, and love
each other, bearing in mind that
true love for one another is hardly passive. It is time to wake up, •
stop the fighting, pick up the
books and turn off the music
because this ain't no party, it's a
wake.

Sharo11 Hayes is a former Howard
student.

A stolen legacy

I'm sure there are those of us who
are sayi9g, ''Hey, I've~ been getting
away w'ith it for years." My advice
to them·is, don't press your luck. The
next time ydu go into a camPHs' Store '
with the intentions of a five finger
discount, take a minute and think of
me and how I jeopardized my whole
future. Belieye · me, you' ll think
again .
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Let's get pac·k to holding · hands
•

,

sister's hand in public is that we
haven't conquered the fear of looking wea~ to ''the boys''.
He, the gehtleman, is weeping
~ecause he knows that God exists and
As. they \\'alked across campus he 1-be
" 'ants to know God; but the lies
turned att'OY from her. She wondered have
been told. Brothers, the
why as if freely giving herself to him gentleman is your spirit, you. YOUR
demanded (or facilitated) his attention. SPIRIT ·IS A TERRIBLE THING
He boasteclin his pseudo-manhood, TO WASTE.
the kind that says conqu~ring is more
Sisters, as you endeavor to find
important than love; while failing to true
relationship wit.h a · man, you
understand that sometimes love, ·itself, must ndt allow the desire for true inis a strulJJ:_le won.
timacy to-cause you to compromise
Her se/j·esteem has been reduced to uuth.
his opinion of her; and he refused {o
Compromising what you believe is
hold her hand.
true is a process that leads to surrender, stifles your will; that
Whatever happened to holding decreases your self-esteem, and, in
hands?
many cases, rewards vice.
Don't compromise truth. As
The days when it was the gentleman's Solomon said, '' Buy the truth and
pleasure to carry the lady's books are sell it not." If the brother can court
antiquated and I wantdhem back. I you only if you go to bed with him,
want them back because too many
•
sisters who genuinely seek true rela•
tionship have allowed the pursuit of
love to be arrested by some undisciplined passion.
I want those days back because
many brothers have allowed their
character deveropment to be prostituted by false definitions of
manhood. I want them back for the
children.
I want them back because good
character, controlled passion and a
•
little ''playing hard to get'' (which
means careful condideration) simply
works for everyone's good. I want
them back for the children. Of
c;:ourse, we can't go back in time, but
we should allow the good elements of
our past to teach us--to reach us. So,
I appeal.
,Br9thers, there is a gentleman inside of us and he is weeping. He really
wants to surface, take charge, accept
responsibility, and love.
His utmost desire is to relate to the '
world in truth; but the lies have been
told. He has been told that manhood
and the ability tp lay with a woman
are synonymous. That's a lie.
He has been told that gentleness,
kindness, and the desire to take care
of a woman--if she wants that--arC indications of weakness. That's a lie.
He has been told that strength is
only measured outwardly. That's a
lie.
•
•
The gentleman is weeping because
he knows the truth. The truth is, the
real reason .why some of us fail to
carry the sister's books or hold the

Bruce Clark

~

'

(how temporal) then it is clear that his
interest is not you; so don't
compromise.
(You must · see yourself as the
crowning achievement of God's
creation.)
Conversely,sisters, if the brother
wants to hold your hand and is not
interested in exploiting your body,
don't disrespect him or assume that
he is weak. Understand that that
assumption is a faulty one, based on·
illusions produced by a system that
has exchanged truth for temporary
pleasure.
It is time for new definitions that
transcend assumption· and stand the
tests of time. Sisters, search your
hearts, allow the truth that is there to
speak and do not make a truce with
erroneous assumptions.
Brothers and sisters, I want to see
couples holding hands as they stroll
across campus.

II
,

-
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Clearly, holding hands is not an
end in itself; it is merely a representation of the zeitgeist (spirit or trend
of the times) that I'm attempting to
re-instate: the general moral state of
a generation who understood and
practiced the virtues of commitment
and fidelity ..
The challenge for this generation
is, as was each generation before us,
to uncover the truth (''the struggle
continues'') and seek virtue. Even in
ttie midst of the tremendous distortion that we 'have been forced to live
under, let us relate to each other on
the basis of truth.
In the eternal words of Jesus: ''If
you continue in my word, you shall
know the truth and the truth shall
make you free."

Bruce Clark is a former Howard
University mathematics instructor and
co-coordinator of Noonday Prayer.

'
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Howard University
Black History Club

constituents. The majority of these
groups were of African descent. The
multiwdes of contributions made by
Africans in Greece remains, for the
most part, unknown even to some of
the
mo st
culturally
aware
Afro-.1,mericans.
Greek art clearly illustrates the
dark complexions of some of its most
honored social and political
contributors.
The area that was to eventually
become known as Greece was
originally colonized by the
Pelasgians, a group from Northern
Africa, around the fourth millenium
...B.C.
Many so-cal led Western concepts,
including philosophy, geometry and
politics have their origins in the ideas
of these Afro-Grecians. Homer,
Socrates, Euclid and Aesop are .all
among the ranks of the African contributors to ancient Greek society.
Ancient Greece, as well as Egypt, remains to be recognized as yet
another shining example of the ingenuity and development of our
African forefathers. In this context,
the word ''Greek'' may be applied to
the multitudes of Africans living in
this Mediterranean region .
Certain questions remain ,to be
answered. Will we reclaim eur former
greatness, rewrite our / names in
history or else submit and accept the
stifling lies that lead to cultural suffocation? Will we shine in our
renaissance or remain ,to dwindle into nothingness amongst the
poisonous haze of anonymity?
It 's left tQ us; we can 3ccomplish
what we will.

One of the primary objectives of
education at our predominantly
Black institutions is exposure to our
glorious past and the accomplishments of our people.
Few histOry ·books care to illustrate
the magnitude of the cultural, social
and political achievements of our ,
ancestors in and out of mother
Africa. As a direct result of the in~
·
1. d_.sch eme ..!-?
sidiously !~stituttona_t~~
deprive blacks of even the most
elementary knowledge of ourselves,
we fall prey to the dark and malicious
falseness of history, as opposed to being exposed to the truthful beacon of
history·
•
This is all mentioned to illustrate
the fact that ATrica and her
''dias·pored'.' children, have been
written out of history in a covert effort to belittle her achievements and
magnify those of western Europeans.
These same Europeans will readily
recognize the Greeks as the founders
of ''modern'' civilization.
WebsteC-·s dictio-nafY defines Greek
as '' ... a member of one of the ancient
races of Greece-Achean, Aeolian,
Dorian, Helldadic, Hellane, Ionian,
!\l~1.:L'a11 u11d Pelasgian.'' History fails
tc1 tell tl1e background of these
groups. A historical insight is
therefore necessary.
GfCece, much like the u-nired
•
States, was a culturally heterogenous The writers are members of the
society based upon the diverse con- ·Howard University Black History
tributions of its various groups of Club.
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New Edition, Sure!, Brown concert
thrills Capital Centre audience
By Rhonda Mann and Yolttnda
McCann
Hilltop Slaff Reporlers

Enthusiasm filled the audience as
Bobby Brown, Al B. Sure! and New
Edition entertained and projected a

positive image Thursday at the
Capital Centre.
Thursday, Brown opened the
concert followed by Sure, with New
Edition pulling up the rear. Sunday,

Sure! was .not able to perform

because of. illness.
However, during ihe first show,
Brown and Sure were not on stage
long enough for the audience to fully enjoy their talents. Thus, it was
up to NE to turn out the show.
As clouds of white smoke gushed from the stage on Thursday, NE
emerged dressed in red, standing
with their arms stretched high in the
air and clinched fists: the symbol of
black power.
''We are proud of our black
heritage and we try to present
positive role models to our audience,'' said NE member, Ronnie
DeVoe, later in an ·interview. According to Devoe, NE is also
responsible for incorporating the
African medallions into their stage
wardrobe.
As the smoke drifted and diffused, the audience roared, signifying
their excitem'ent. They acknowledged NE's symbolism and transformation from boys to men.
Although NE has not been
following apartheid happenings,
DeVoe said they ''are aware of
what the medallion and its · colors
stand for."
As .powerful and impressive as
the opening was, NE did not fail to

pholo by Shdltte J. Etirlu

-

Patrons of ''Hazel's'' restaurant on Columbia Road in Adams-Morgan enjoy fine food, drink and convenotion.

District's Hazel's, Fat Tuesday offers
evening of'quality food, atmosphere

,
New Edition gave a positive perfomance at the Capital Centre
that we have heard the old NE, let' s
get. into some new NE." The band
hit the bars for. the recent hit,
''You're Not My Kind of Girl."
At this point, the audience lost
control, standing up, clapping and ·
dancing in the aisles. Then, to catch
th~ crowd off guard and swing the
momentum, they slowed the tempo
down to a potent transformation,
''Boys to Meh."
see Concert, page 9

keep the audience aroused. They
crooned old-time favorites such as
''Co01 It Now," ''Is This The End''
and stole the audience's ' heart with
''Lost In Love.''
After the iriterlude of old songs,
the band broke down to a basic jazzy beat and NE introduced the
members of the group.
After the introductions, Johnny
Gill, new NE member, embraced
the microphone and said, ''Now

Fine Arts students, administration
anxious for Ira Aldridge renovation
•

By Lori Autrey
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

~ Howard

University's Ira
Aldridge Theatre saw its last pe1·formance in November of the past
year, because its steady deterioration has caused it to be declared
condemned.
•
The present student body has
become outraged by the inconve- nience of holding the performances in 1 ]the smaller Environmental Theatre.
Several df the acting majors
within the Department of Drama
expressed their dissatisfaction at
haviag to use the Environmental
Theatre, instead of Ira Aldridge.
''The students should never
have been put in such a position,''
said Letha Remington, a junior in
the School of Fine Arts.
''It is sad that it (the.theatre) has
reaChed the condemned and run
down condition, which in turn
reflects the JattitUdes of Howard
University's Fine Arts Department.''
·
Other Fine Arts students are
anxious about the renovations and
feel that the students really need
Ira Aldridge for performance
space, as opposed to Cramton

'

photo by David
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He said that in.1982, the Fecieral-f<

said .there are several: •
projects in line for renovation, -f<
however ''Ira Aldridge is just now -fl
reaching the top of the list.''
il
The renovation of Ira Aldridge
has already begun, in an attempt!
to finish by August 1989, said...
Malston .
-f<

'

Good thru
Dec. 7th
With this
Ad!!!

Government stopped· takingi(
responsibility for capital projects, ii:
such as the cosmetic reconstruc--.r
tion of the buildings on campus,.._
at Howard . As a result, Howard's~
administration cut back and..,..
allowed no new reconstruction, -tc"
except for the new graduate hous- -tc"
ing, which is privately subsidized ii
through governmental bonds and ii

.
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An offer this good could only come fn1m ComputerLand. Perfect
for the student or home user. This Commodore system has it all ...
Computer. Monitor. Printer and Software. Everything you need!

EmjtcJ~n

· Howard's Ira Aldridge Theatre has been under repair for more than a year.

Robert Malson, Special Assis- -f<
tant to President Cheek and fl
overseer of the Ira Aldridge pro- -tl
ject, said the reason for the delay -tr
in the renovation process is the-f<
lack of available funds.
According to Malson, the -f<
u ·niversity's budget has experienc-...
ed sev~ral cutbacks, halting the-fl
ability for maintainance and-f<
renovations of the theatre.
-Ir.

•

One of the most positive benefits
of college, next to the academics, is
the social activity. Considering the
financial limitations many students ·
face, it is difficult to know where one
can go in D.C.r- as an alternative to
places ·like ''The Clubhouse'' or
''Chapter III," for a classy night on
the town after a hard week of classes.
For students who like cozy, in- i
timate evenings, with a touch of jazz,
the place to go is ''Takoma Station,"
located in the upper northwest section of Washington.~
This African-American owned
tavern offers nightly live jazz music,
perfq,rmed by such entertainers as
Marshall Keys, Gil Scott-Hern, Wynton Marsalis and many local groups.
Recently, Mayor Marion Barry
recognized owners Eileen and Bobby
Boyd with a Fine Arts award for
spotlighting local young, AfricanAmerican jazz entertainers.

'

beers and other drinks. Their si)eciality is the infamous ''Long Island Ic·ed Tea," o:r the ''Lemon Drop.''
There is no cover charge, but there
is a two drink minimum for tables.
''Takoma Station'' is also a
favorite spot for many celebrities
when they are in town such as ''Today'' show host, Bryant Gumbel,
members of the Washington Redskins, like Barry Wilburn and
recently members of Michael
Jackson's band.
Whether you want to relax to Some
good jazz tunes or spend the evening
with someone special, ''Takoma Station'' is one place not to miss.
A little closer to home is ''Hazel's''
located in the Adams-Morgan area.
For those with a taste for southern
cuisine , this club is by fai an excellent
choice. .
The specialties of the house are
southern style fried chicken ~nd
barbecued ribs. However, they do Offer seafood a nd a variety of
appetizers.
see Hotspots, page 9

I

i

...

loM~lsori

Hilltop Staff Reporter

If the performer is not satisfying
your jazz appetite, Takoma Station
has a juke box filled with many great
artists such as Duke Ellington, Chuck
Berry and Phylis Hyman for your
selection.
This is the perfect place for a date.
The atmosphere is lively yet, the
dimmed lights maintain a romantic
ambiance .
An average dinner for two would
cost $Z~ including drinks and
an entree.
''Takoma Station'' is easy to get
to. It is just two blocks from the
Metro's Takoma Station stop on the
red line. The patrons of the club
range from ages 21 to 55.
Their menu has a variety of selections featuring, all fixed to the •
delicacy of the patron's taste .
One of their most popular dishes
is called ''Chicken Basket'' featuring
chicken wings topped with
homemade fries.
The club/ restaurant has two full
service bars, carrying 15 different

An Unbelievable Price For An IBM Compatible PC
With Software And Printer. A Complete System!

It

...

'

By Wendy Sharpe "

•

Auditorium,
because it istheatres
one of tr:
the
only professional
available to the students.
tr:
Many students outside the ii
Department of Fine Arts feel that tr:
the productions in the En- fr_
vironmental Theatre take away-tr
from the performance's creative -f<
effect. Howard student, Valeciafl '
C. Bell said ''with Howard being
such a prestigious institution, its a!
shame that any of our facilities are..,..
allowed'to become run down.'' ii
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Business symposium-stresses persistance; determination
'

· bUSiness is finding original and in-

By Beth Casey

I·

Hilltop Staff Reporter r"
/

At a 'symposium presen_ted by

Laser Records in the School of
Business last Friday, vice president of
CBS Records, Geor_ge Butler, told
students to be ''persistent and deter-

mined'' in

s~king

positions in the

music industry.
''The record business does not go
out looking for people. Make a pest

of

you~lf,"'

he said.
Butler received his bachelor's
degree from Howard, a masters in
music compostion from Yale and a
Ph.D . in musicology from Columbia

University.
In giving advice on starting a
record company, Butler said the most
important aspect of a successful

All companies sign artists for a
novative artists. ''People aren't in- least a one year. It is important for
terested in a carbon copy artist,'' the attorney negotiating the contract
to know the in's and out's of EnterButler said.
1
He pointed out that one should be , t&iinment Law, said Butler.
extremely cautious in establishing
criteria for artists .
After finding an original artist,
said Butler, it is vital that the company establish a contract between the
artist and itself. It is the company's
responsibility to pay for all the recorlS
-George Butler
ding costs.
..
Artists can only work for one label
, according to Butler. They can appear
There is a ''pay or play'' phrase
as guests artists on other labels but
they must receive pennission from that Butler cautioned students to
their company. If an artist does ap- leave out of contracts. It is a clause
pear as a guest on another label, that allows a company that does not
somewhere on the album it must read want to continue with an artist to pay
that they appeared courtesy of their them and release them before the
~ength of the contract is up.
own label.

''The job market for
African-Americans
in the music industry
. Open... ''

African~Hispanics

reveal rich culture
More than 200 people attended in
the program.

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

It will not be long before holiday shoppers descend on shopping
malls and retail stores in a mad
rush.
, To avoid the rush, you may
consider staying home and shop-

An exhibit titted, ''Changing
Neighborhoods," will also be at the
library until the ~nd of November.
This exhibit consists of photography ·
work composed, by 20 young people
between the ages of six and 13.
The children are from the
Photolab Program of tl1e Capital
p oto by Shellece J, Earles Children's Museum in Washington
Children's photographic art work on display at Martin Luther King library. D.C.
and
the
Tigef-Eyes
Photography Workshop of the
literature,
religion,
music,
dance,
By Tonya Salvant
Mount Vernon Recreation Center in
language
and
myth
in
countries
such
Hilltop Staff Reporter
as Ecuador, Brazil, Venezuela , Mex- Alexandria, Virginia.
The youngsters were taught black
ico
and
Columbia.
and white photography, use of a
Two Howard UnivCrsity professors
A three-member panel included 35mm camera, film developing, and,
teamed up Wednesday, Nov. 2 to Maricela Medina, assistant professor
darkroom printing.
" participate in a cultural exhibit proof
history
at
Howard,
Janet
frI:am.pDuring the course of the program,
gram which took place at the Martin
ton
of
the
University
of
the
D1str1ct
Luther King Jr. Library. . _
they captured on film the changes
of
Columbia,
and
James
Kennnedy
Valerie Wheat of the Spanish of the D.C. Public School's Bilingual taken place in Alexandria, Va., the
Mount Vernon Ave. and King Street
Department served as the moderator
Education
Department.
1
areas and the H Street corridor and
of the event titled, ' A·Celebration of
Medina' s speech covered the Union Station areas in the District.
Afro-Hispanic Culture.''
and religious impact on Latin
Wheat and Diane Mohr, a cultural
''Nina Tisara and Nester HerAmerica. Hampton spoke on Afrolibrarian in the Sociology Departnandez are two artists responsible for
Hispanic
literature
and
Kennedy
in. ment came up with an idea to
troduced two legends of African brinS:ing the c hildren's work
together," said Merrill Kaegi, coororganize a program which would
.
or1g1n.
.
.
dinator of Library for the Arts,
. focus on Afro-Hispanics and their
A slide show ended the d1scuss1on
''It's actually two different exhibits
contriblltions to the African and introduced the next highlight of
diaspora, and the impact on Latin
being brought together and shown as
the evening, a dance performance
America .
one.''
performed
by
a
D.C
.-based
Panama''I know the librar:y's sociology
''The Changing Neighborhoods''
nian
dance
troupe
.
.
project was funded by the National
department sponsors programs every
''We hoped to be successful in capyear, but I don 't think they've ever
Endowment for the Arts, Media Arts
turing
the
interest
of
people
in
larger
had one quite like this one.'' said communities to make them aware Program, and the D.C . Committee
Mohr.
on the Arts.
that
there
is
an
African
Hispanic
c<?n:
The discussions centered around .
All D.C. Public Library activities
tribution,''
Medina
said.
the topic of the African influence on
are open to the pllblic free of ch·arge.

.
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Cineplex Odeon Circ~ . Avalon·
5612 Connecticut Ave. NW

966 - 2600
''Last Temptation of Christ''(2) Fr 5:15,
8:30 Sat/Sun 2:00, 5:15, 8:30, 10:00
''Without A Clue'' Fr 7:45, 10:00
Sat/ Sun 1:00, J:l5, S:30, 7:45, 10:00

Cineplex Odeon Circle Dupont

1350 19th St. NW 872 .,,9555
'' A Fish Called Wanda'' rn-3:15, 5:30,
7:45, 10:00, 12:00 at/Sun 1:00, 3:15, 5:30,
7 :45, I 0:00, 12:00
''Tapeheads'' Fr 1:45, 3:15, J:4S_, S:IS,
5:45, 7:15, 7:45, 9:1St 9:4S, 11:15, 11:45,
Sat/Sun 1:15, 1:4S, 3:1S, 3:45, 5:1S, S:4S,
7.:15, 7:4S, 9:15, 9:45, 11 :15, 11:4S
''Without A Clue'' Fr 5:20, 7:30, 9~'W.
11 :55
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:10 ..5:20, 7:30, 9:40, !! :SS

Beware of holiday fraud

This event was just one scheduled
for exhibition at the library.

,'

''Party Line''1Fr 5:45, 7:45, 9:45,
Sat/Sun I :45, J:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
'' Pumpkinhead' ' Fr 7:30 9:30, 11:30
Sat/Sun 3:30, 5:30,7:30, 9:30, 11:30

.

•

By Crystal Whaley

•

Capitol Hill Cinemas sOJ Eight St.
SE 547-1210

.

.
•

-

MOVIE
•
DIRECTORY

have to hire independent pronioters.
He also .suggested that the company
look for an independent distributor
I, •
•
• to_ buy th~~e.cQrds at wholesale and
sell them. ·
is theti.person that will discuss style,
The job market for Africansound, material and othef aspects of
Americans in the music industry is
the artist's makeup with them.
open in the areas of marketing, merchandising and sales, said Butler. He
_ The next steps are choosing the also urged students to look into the
material and making the tape. Butler field of Entertainment Law. He said says the producer has to know how · attorneys get a large percentage of
to capture sound on tape otherwise, what the artist makes.
the recording will be unsuccessful.
The future is bright for small, independent record companies accorOnce the record is completed it is ding to Butler. It is especially bright
sent for pressing, then to distributors for African-American artists and arwho pass them onto retailers, whose ·• ti st executives because companies are
job it is to sell them to the consumer· realizing African-Americans, such as
Michael Jackson and Prince, have
In order to get the record on the made significant contributions .to the
bottom· line.
I
radio
Butler
says
.
- the company
- will
Once the artist is under contract,
the company should assign an A & R
(artist and repertoire) to them. This

1927 Florida Ave NW 387-1314
''Part yliite'! Fr 7:45 , 9:45, 11:4S Sat/Sun
1:45, 3:45, 6;45, 7: 45 , 9:45, 11:45

has changed ils rule on C:O.D.

orders, be sure to follow some important shopping tips.
While most mail order and
telemarketing companies are
legitimate, some are Qnly inte rl!sted in a t•ast sale.
1·0 protect yourselt', Check-out
the company with your Better
Business Bureau before placing the
order.
Yvonne Bonner, a senior in the
College of Liberal Arts, has experienced problems with an order
from ·a respectable department
store. ''I ordered a hair dryer from
Montgomery Ward my freshman
year. I was billed for the dryer but
never received it. I am a senior and
I have yet to receive it," Bonner
said .
In cases such as this the Better
Business Bureau advises the buyer
to submit 'a letter to them, which
should include her name and address and the name and address of
the company from which the merchandise was ordered.
She should state what she wants
the Better Business Bureau to assist her with_ whether be actually receiving the merchandise if
it is still in stock,1 or .receiving

orders.
· In the past, consumers were required to pay the postal service for
C.0.D. orders. The postal service
would then pay the company that
had shipped the merchandise.
The rule now allows the recipient of a C.O .D. package to pay
the charges with a ' check made
payable to the sender. Consumers
can later stop payment on the
check if they think the goods have
been intentionally misrepresented .
Keep in mind, some banks charge
a fee for cancelled checks .
Some mail order problems arise
when consumers fail to fill out
order forms correctly. Do not
forget to fill in your name and address. Also, check for a cut-off
date for orders.
If you miss the cut-off date,
delivery may not be guaranteed in
time for the holidays.
It is a good idea to keep a
copy of the arlvertisem.;:nr
or oroct1ure wnc:n you place a11
order. Also, jot down tl1e date you
placed the order and the number r
of your check or money order
Remember, never send cash
through the mail.

.
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Cineplex Odeon Circlt; Jenifer
5252 Wisconsin Ave. MW

244-5703
''Mystic Pizza '' Fr 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, S:20, 7:JO, 9:40
''Halloween 4'' fr 7:45, 9:45
Sat/Sun 1:45, 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45

Cineplex Odeon Circle MacArthur

4859 MacAuthur Blvd NW
337-1700

Cineplex Odeon Circle Tenley

4200 Wisconsin Ave.
363-4340

Roommate borrows
How can I tell him how I feel
without losing our friendship?
Helpless

"Ken Russel. finds his true level in this cheerfullv absurd,
intermittently psychedelic, and often rery funny vampire
flick."
'

Dear Helpless,
Some of the best relationships
develop between two people who
start out as ''just friends.'' However,
if you are not ready for a physical
relationship, tell him point blank. He
may be a little disappointed, but if he
is a really good friend, he will still be
around.

-I Haberman. The Village Voice

'' ... for low-down, high-kink fun, this is the perfect
fright ·night flick,"

Ardent

•

Dear Ardent,
I have a really good male friend
and would like us to remain just
friends.
Recently 1 he har£n pressing me
to have a physical r ationship with
him. I am not int ested in him
beyond friendship.

-Peter Tra1•ers. People

Dear Ardent,
My roommate borrows my personal items and clothing on ~ constant basis. It has gotten to the point
where I literally have to over-stock.
She will use my toiletries until there
are none left; my clothes are left

NW

''Alien Nation'' Fr 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:30, 7:30, 9:55, 12:00
''Feds'' Fr 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
Sat / Sun 2:00, 3:45, S:4S, 7:4S, 9:45 11 :45
''Things Change'' Fr 7:45, 10:00, 12:QO,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:15, S:30, 7:45, 10:00, 12:00
-

•·

~

.
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Ci~'epl~i ' Od~bll"Cirl:le '\tptown

3426 Connecticut Ave.MW
966-5400
''Gorillias in the Mist'' Fr 7:00, 9:45
Sat/Sun I :30, 4: 15, 7:00, 9:4S
~

Ask Ardent's advice

-Janet ,\las/in, T/Je Sell' lurk Tilnes

'

''Punchline'' Fr 7:00, 9:JO,
Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
'' Punchline'' Fr 7:00, 9:40
Sat/Sun 2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30
''The Accused'' Fr 7:45, 9:S5
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3: 15, 5:20, 7:45, 9:55

•

"Not aworm is left unturned ... buoyant, mischievous
and predictably overwrought ... slyly tongue in cheek."

•

Cineplex Odeon Circle Embassy

ping by mail; but before placing

ll

j

credit if she had charged the item.
Watch out for exaggerated
claims or unrealistically low prices
for merchandise. Read catalog
descriptions carefully; also, compare prices for similar products in
your area .
To protect consumers against
mail fraud, the U.S. Postal Service

Cineplex Odeon Circle Vf'estend

23rd

L Sts. NW 293-3152

''Feds'' Fr 3:4S, S:4S, 7:45, 9:45.11:45
Sat/ Sun I :45, J:45, S:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
''Clara's Heart'' Fr 3:10, S:20, 7:30, 9:40,
11:50,
Sat/ Sun I :00, J:IO, S:20, 7:30, ~; 40, 11 :50
''Bird'' Fr 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
Sat/ Sun I :00, 4:00, 7:00, 10:00
''Halloween 4'' Fr 7:30, 9:30, 11:30
Sat/ Sun 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11 :30

blind

soiled.
She is a great roommate and a
good friend otherwise. What should
I do?
Broke in the Quad
Dear Broke,
I would ask her to chip in for the
toiletries and I would buy a locking
garment bag for clothing. A foot
locker with a combination lock is also
a good idea. She may feel insulted,
but the bottom line is that you cannot afford her constant borrowing.

+

K8 Cerberus 3040 M St.• NW
337-1311

t

''Partyline'' Fr 7:30, 9:30, 11 :JO
Sat/Sun I :JO, J:JO, S:30, 7:30, 9:30, 11 :30
''Alien Nation''Fr 7:45, 9:45, 11 :45
Sat/Sun 3:45, 5:45, 7:45, 9:45, 11:45
''The Accused'' Fr 5:30, 7:40, 9:55, 12:05
Sat/Sun 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:55, 12:05
•

Got a Problem? Need Advice? Write:

KB Cinema 5100 Wisconsin Ave

NW 636-1875

Dear Ardent

21''
Fr
7:30,
Sat/Sun 2:JO, 4:30, !i:JO, 8:30

c!o The Hilltop.Newspaper

'' Ba t

HQword University
2217 4th St. N.W.

'9:30

KB foundry I 055 Thomas Jefferson St NW 337 -0094

Washington D.C. 20059

•

\.

ENGINEERING &'TECHNICAL CAREERS
'

;

''Big'' Fr 7:25, 9:25,
Sat/Sun I :2S, J:25, S:25, 7:25, 9:25
''Who Framed Roger Rabbit'' Fr 7:30,
9:4S,
Sat/ Sun 12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
''Fish Called Wanda'' Fr 7:1S, 9:20,
Sat/ Sun 1:00, 3:05, 5:10, 7:15, 9:20
''Clara's Heart'' Fr' 7:30, 9:3S
Sat/Sun 1:15, 3:20, 5:2~. 7:30, .9:35
''Die Hard '' Fr 7:20, 9:50
Sat/Sun ·12:10, 2:30, 4:50, 7:20, 9:50
''Dead Ringer' ' f':r 7:30, 9:40,
Sat/Sun 1:00, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:40
''Feds'' Fr 7:5S, 9:SS,
Sat/Sun 1:55, 3:55, 5:55, 7:55, 9:55

KB Paris 5300 Wisconsin
Ave.NW (Mazza Gallerie)
Learn about the outsta11ding opportunities at
•
GTE for people \\'ith engineering degrees b}·
attending the on-campus Engineering Career
Fair. Talk \\'itl1 our representatives from GTE
North, Gl'E Go\•ernment S)'Stems, GTE
Electrical Pif'oducts and Gl'E's Engineering
..\.ssociate De\·cloPment Prqgram ...\sk
questions. Find out about the enormous scope
,o f our operations, and the chal lenging
~ '
technical ca1·ecrs i11 electronics and telecurn1nunications that GTE has to offer.

•

G'l'E
ENG!l\'EER~"IG

CAREER DAY
'

D.l\'fE: Nove111ber l Otl1

'"m•

VESTRON PICTUlll.I ,...,, AKEN RUSSELL RLM "'LAIR •I"• WHITE WORM
00.lllA DOSOHOE
HUGH GRANT l:.\IHERINE OXENBERG PETER CAPALDI [.,. SAMMI DAl1S •MAR\]
.
Spttiat opfl'ara"ct b.r STRATFORD JOHNS Scrfflrpillr b,r KEN

PL..\CE: Engi11eering School
Roorn. 1005

RUSSELL ."'1p1t1Jrom1bt n01t1 br BRAM STOKER

"""PETER DAVIF.I '"" ••P'"i oSTANISLAS SYRIWICZ '"""if F001•'~'·' DICK BUSH, B.S.C.
""',;"::..Wl~IAM J QUIGLEY.~ l\l,l IRILIND U• ~""'~= \~~~OS •

IRl-=.::rr.,:,,_ I. hf;d~ctd11111i011ffltibrKEN RUSSELL

(INCPLLX OocON

Q...

,e..,.., .. .._...,.

'.

l'IME: 8:30an1 - S:OOpm

All Engineering Students \V elcome!
Refreshments \Viii Be Sen·cd.

;

686-7700
''I magine'' Fr/Sal I :30, 3:30, 5;30, 7:30,
9:30, Sun 2:30, 4:30, 6:30, 8:30
''Wings Of Desire'' Fr/ Sat 12:15, 2:40,
S:05, 7:30, 9:55 Sun 1:15, 3:40, 6:05, 8:30
'' Bird'' Fr/Sat I :00, 4:00, 7:00; 10:00
Sun 2:00, S:OO, 8:00

•

K-8 Studio 4600 Wisconsin Ave.

686.1700
'' Who Framed Roger •Rabbit' '"'fr 5:30,
7:40, 9:SO
.)
Sat 1:10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:50, Sun 2:10,
4:20, 6:JO, 8:2S

'

Senator th1111ar 3950 Mlnnesata
Avo.~9-3038

"

~·

An Equal OpJ,>OrlllJ1it)· Emplo~:er.

STARTS TODAY
EXCLUSIVE! DUPONT CIRCLE
1350 19th St NW

'
'' HalloWeen
4'' Fr S:JO, 8:43, 12:00
.
'
Sat 2:1S, 5:30, 8:45, l2:CN;I Sun 2:30, 6:00,
9:1S
'
''Hero And
The Terror'' Fr 7:00, 10:15 .
Sat3:4S, 7:00, lp:1SSun4:15, 7:00, IO:OO .

'

'

~

•

•

•

.•

'

'

•
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Blackburn University .Center, Rooms 148 & 150

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

.

I

•
I
•
•
•
•
Also
v-isit
the
Study
Abroad
Library
1n
Room
121
of
•
•
•
•
Blackburn
Center
•
••
•
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''ACCEPTING THE CHALLENGE TO BE FUTURE
CORPORATE LEADERS''
Monday, November 14

Wednesday, November 16

9 :00am
General Motors presents:
''Joint Ventures''
_,
SPBA Auditorium

9:00am

Friday, November 18
Corporate Insights:

•

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Company: Ms. Sharman Curry
1 O:OOam

Beta Gamma Sigma

Aetna Insurance Company

''Corporate Ethics''

Ms . Ann Jennings Rm-318.

Speaker: President ,
Madeline McClenney

9 :OOam
9 :30am
1 O:OOam
10:30am
11 :OOam
Noon
1 :OOpm

•

1 1 :OOam
Reception
Faculty Lounge

11 :OOam
Reception
Faculty Lounge

''Black Women Marketers''

"Black Entrepreneurship"

Panel Discussion Rm-318

Thursday, November 17
1 O:OOam

10:00am
GTE Corporation presents

''Dynamics of Hospilality
Management" John Dixon ,

"Accounting Oppoi !unities for
Blacks" ·

General Manager, JW Marriott
Rm-318

Ms . Frances Moore Rm-318
11 :OOam

"ln•estment Banking"

1 1 :OOam
Reception
Faculty Lounge
12:30pm

Panel Discussion ; Daniels &
Bell , Merrill Lynch
Rm·318

i'

"Opportunities in the Field af
Computers''
;
COBISS Club

•

'

12 Noon
Reception
Faculty Lounge

Rm -318

6 :00pm
NABA presents a "Sip l!i Chat"
with Accountants from major
Accounting Firms. Reception
to follow (Student Lounge) .

-'
•

12:30pm
International Business Socle·
t y presents : ''Smithkline

Beckman and Opportunllies in
lnlernational
Business''
Rm·318

•

•

·

I

· .

•.

_

·.

.

•

.

-

Hecht Co.'
Pacific Bell
Prudential-Boche
Goldman Sachs
Chose Manhattan
Bank of Boston
First Boston
Merrill Lynch
- 9. Daniels & Bell
·· 1o :-i>ean-Witter R•ynolds
11 . P•psi-Cola
12. GTE Service
13. Dayton Hudson
14. Army & Air Force
Exchange
15. Comsat Systems Div.
16. JC Penney ·.
17. Price W-rhouse
18. Mobil Oil
19. Kraft
20. Arthur Anderson
21 . Amoco
22. Ernest"& Whlnney
23. General Motors (2)
24. Cigna
25. Arthur Young & Co.
26. Amerada Hess
27 . Eastman Kodak
28. Cle•lond Society lank 29. T2 gel
30 . MaNlli-on Oil
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

7 :30pm Annual Business
Week Banquet ; Grand Hyatt
Hotel. Keynote Speaker: Mr.
Henry
Parker ,
Former
Treasurer of the State of Connecticut, Sr.Vice-President ,
Atalanta Sosnoff Capital
Corp oration

Wingmasters Restaurant

Tuesday, November 1S

Mobil Oil Corp.
MHT Inc.
Hecht Co.
Pepsi-Co.
Reception
Pillsbury
Prudential-Boche

6:45 Reception
Grand Hyatt Hotel
(for
v isiting
c orporate
representatives and selected
student:>)

12 Noon
Marketing Club presents :

12 Noon

Listed below are the names of
the corporations that have purchased tables at the Business
Week Banquet . Each corporation will send two or three
representatives to the banquet , and the remaining seats·
at their table will be filled with
students. Thus far , we have
32 tables which seat 1 0
persons .

•

· in Rm-318 .

1o : o oa~

Corporate Sponsors

,

31 . Bank of Hew York .

~oooccccccccc:>0cacooooooocoooacccoccocccoaoccccoooococoocaocacoaaoaoocoaaaaooaooooaoocooaccooooocjoocoooooooocGcooOOQOQOOOCoaoooacooo:•
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Volleyball-team loses

Transfer

sophofl}ore, Marie ~lµs and the.
impressive serving skills of Sandra
Crenshaw, made the difference in
Howard's first two challenges of the
champio~sQip~
-Howard played its first match of
the double-elimination tournament
against Bethune-Cookman College,
easily defeating its opponent in
straight games, 15-4 and 15-9.

By Nwandi Lawson
HiUtop Staff Reporier
•

The Howard University volleyball
team ended its undefeated 8-0 season
with a loss to third-ranked South
Carolina State at thC Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference Fall Champion-

ships November 4. The team was successful until the qua'rter finals when
·it was edged out by South Carolina
State coming up just short of one of
the top three spots.
Coming in to the tournament,
Howard was favored by the MEAC
conference to win the crampionships,
as the team was ranked number one
in t'he conference. Howard has
defeated evfry school which participated in the championships except
Florida A&M University. The squad
was anxioµs about the teams first
meeting.

Although the team was unsure of
What to expect in its second match
against FAMU, it rose to the ocassioh, coming back from a 15-12 loss
in the first game. The team went on
to win the next two games, 15-13 and
15-5.
A~ the championship dwindled to
the final games, Howard faced Sbuth
Carolin~ :State in its third game of the
compet1t1on, a team which Howard
had defeated during regualar season
play: The team knew what type of
playing style Sout_h Caro~na used .
Howard used its powert·u1 block ing, setting and serving skills to win
the first game, 15- l l , However, the
team went on to lose the final games
15- 17 and 15-6. Howard 'was there:
by eliminated froin the tournament
finals.

'

continued !r_om page ~

.

.
photo by Keith Leadbetter

Members of the flag squad move to the Marching Bison b;ol.

dolph Wright, who lead the other
four in a medley of snappy routines
that seemed to really entertain the
FAMU audience.
''I wasn't scared," little Aldolph
continued from page 1
•
said afterward. ''It wasn't hard to do
at all,'' he said, adding that he would
Un~er the leadership of team coAnd yes because of years of dis- much rather be a football player than
capta1ns, sophomores Arlinda Pierce
,
mal football seasons, the Marching a dancer .
and Nocola Thompson, Howard
100 were for many years the only
-Whefl it came time 'to freestyle and
played two strong matches. Pierce
thing Rattler fans had to brag about. shake their ''thangs," Howard's
has led the squad in total assists this
Jn 1985, FAMU was presented the band·was on a roll. When they final·
season . Thompson is the team lead.the prestigious Sujller Trophy~
Jy, finished, the FAMU crowd gave
er in solo blocks. These strong skills
presented by the John Phillip Southem a standing ovation.
coupled with the block assists of
sa Foundation_. the equivalent of
The Matching 1.00 came next.
the Heisman Trophy for college
Their strengths seemed to be in numbers which made each of their for.viarching ~ands.
l
So when the Howard drum majors mations look impressive but their
Wakil al MaJid, interpreted as ''The
Exalted lfrustee of the Glorious.''
s~owed how low they could go, it was 1 CJ(ecution was sloppy. Their dance
•' I am a Muslim and m)' way of life time for the showtime band to take steps got' old quick. If the contest was
center stage and make their point. .decided by applause Howard clearly
is islam as dictated by the Quran or
And they looked impressive. They won.
as laid doWn by the Quran and the
••A tot.of their fans told us we put
continued from page 2 lifestyles of Prophet Muhammad,"
formed the score in a marching formation, as well a couple other pre- on a great.show," sa_id Wright Sr.''
he said.
Swaby is christened as a C;:1.tholic cision drills .
We are an entertainment, showtime
prepped for the political arena.
and sometimes attends a Baptist
Next it was time for the Ooh La La band, •.--he ~aid.
Serving as financial advisor for church. He said his ultimate goal is
band dancers. They caught many
''It's hard for any band to come
HUSA, in 1987-88, Swaby learned tci reach paradise.
eyes, raised quite a few eyebrows and behind that,'' Wright said. ''I don 't
t~e ''do's and don'ts'' abo1;lt c;ipera'' I want to . reach the hereafter. just plain tantalized the Florida men . think F AMU was used to having
t10.~s of the Student Assoc1at1on.
Everyone is going to be judged on And just as the men were catching anybody stick up to them like we
.I learned. a lot about not <? 0 1~ the Judgement day . People will either go their breaths, Howard pulled a new did."
basic operations of an organ1zat1on, -- to Heaven or Hell ."
act out of the performance bag.
''We expected a lot rhore and they
but also how to act as a good adFive tuxedo-clad young men burst didn't give it ·to us,'' Mavis
Because of his faitl;l. in the unsCen
ministrator in an effort to keep an
out to dance to The Temptation' s Cheatham said. And, as Kristi Meorganization functioning properly, ' ' and the Allah (Muslim for God), ''My Girl.'' The catch to this act was ans concluded, ''FAMU may have
Swaby believes the Muslims' way o_f
he said .
eight-year-old Adolph Wright Jr., the won the game, but they lost the batlife
will
lead
them
to
''paradise."
As the 1988-89 HUSA President,
As a Muslim, Swaby is not allow- son of assistant band director Al- ·tle of the bands .''
SwabY , said he and Rob ·Turner,
HUSA Vice President, are working ed to eat pork or take any form of
toward progress. ''We want tq take intoxicants. He also prays five times
has posted 10 shutouts, recOrded si
a foundation and bring it to another a day.
saves and allowed only' three goals in
level. ~nd I think we'Ve done .that
15 games.
'' Being a Muslim has made me a
and we wi ll continue to improve."
better person. I can go through life
Hislop's talents are complemented
free of the many harmfu l things in
Swaby believes that he and Turner
continued from page 3
by the defensive skills of Irving and
society. I love my way of life, " said
have delivered their ''catalysis'' platMichael Williams, Chris Thomas,
Swaby.
·
form, as evidence through various
Chris Conti, Harold Heath, Carlton
as an aspiring entrepreneur, Swaby ing really well this year."
programs, such as the Jazz and
said that it is important that ''people
He added that two years ago, Ser rettee and Frank Adams .
Poetry series every Th~rsday night,
As for the outstanding perforview others objectively and accept many of the members of the team
Community Action
c;twork and
them .as they truly are."
were freshmen and inexperienced. mance by the defensive team, their
Concerns & Grievance , to name ·a
opponents hav.e ~cored only five goals
'' It" iS important that we change But now the team has matured.
few.
.
ir1 17 games.
twisted mind frames of people in an
.
.
''HUSA's administration has carWhen asked what effects the
effort to· do good for all mankind . _ The offen~1ve en~ 1s not the only
ried out many of its proqiises, but we
I I-day layoff woyld have on the
Under the. foot of ~ppression, ,.,~ "'.'." boast of this. year s so~cer ,team.
also need the students to help make
teain, Tucker replit!d that the tCam' s
need to bring some kind of equality "freshman goalie, Shaka Htsl<?P s per·
use of these programs offered by parfor all America's races of people,'' he fo.rmance has been almost mind bog- ma.in concern now is studying for
ticipating,'' said Swaby.
added.
gl1ng. A native of Trinidad, Hislop their midterm exams.
Swaby is ·often referred to as Ali

Band

Swaby

.Soccer
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Concert
continued from page it
Despite his illness, Brown per·
formed songs from his current
a lbum , ''Don't Be Cruel'' as well
as a couple of selections from hi s
debut solo album .
Unfortunatel y, Sure, who was
also ill, was unable to perform Sunday. Yet, he d id perform at Thursday's concert.
On' Thursday, Sure followed
Brown 's act and delivered a cheerf.i.i,l, upbeat show. Throughout his
show, Sure got off on his own
demonstrating his vers~tility by
playing the computer keyboards,
singing and dancing.
,,
A host of other entertainers were
in the audience, such as Heavy D
& the Boyz, Howardite Carl Payne,
Stacy Lattisaw, Black Entertainment Television's and WKYS' Donnie Simpson.
The performers were successful
in generating an energetic concert ,
w hile manifesting a po sitive

On Wednesday and Thursday
nights, guitarist/vocalist Marquis
McFarland entertains with his rendetions o f popular music and rhythm
and blues.
Baltimore's own, saxophonist
Carlos Johnson is featured on the
weekends along with a jazz trio .
Drinks are reasonably priced, but
dinner can run up ·to $35 for two.
''H"a zel's'' tempo is relaxed and
comfortable for hanging out with
friends or that special person .
For the 21 -year-olcl or older daiquiri lover, the newest spot to hit is
''Fat Tuesday'' located at Metro's
•

-

I

Farrakhan

continued from page 6 '

Toyota honors senior Jimmie
"Johnson, tight~end of the Bison, as
recipient of the Toyota.Leadership
Award for outstanding leadership on
' the playing- field. in the classroom and
in the community.
Jimmie Johnson is awarded the
.
' "Toyota Leadership Plaque and Howard
University receives a $1.000 contribution to its general scholarship fund.
As a leader jn automotive quality
and performance, Toyota proudly rec' ognizes and applauds student leaders
like Jimmie Johnson for their extra effoit
on and off the field.

a black institution, was all about.''
The journalism major said he is
happy at Howard and plans to finish
his degree requirement here.
Sherrill and Mayers cite the recent
surge in popularity of historically
black colleges as one reason why so
many students, namCly transfers and
n_e~_..e.n.tr!J.nts1 choose Howard. ·
-,,A lot in terms of publicity has
brought black colleges to the
forefront,'' said Sherrill. She related
as an example the recent national at.-tention Howard's football team
received during its controversial bid ,
for a spot in the NCAA playoffs last
fall.
Likewise, Mayers attributes some
of the popularity to television's
''Cosby Show'' and its popular
spinoff ••A Different World."
''Television has played a major
role in drawing students to Howard,''
Mayers said. ''It is now socially acceptable to attend a black college."

this time and fourth, in light of the
events which occurred Nov. 8, we will
see that black people are desperately-.'going to be seeking leadership into
the future
Lewis said.
. -.
continued from page 2
Also scheduled to appear fs Ava
Muhammad, one of the women 's
leaders in the N.0 .1.,. Muhammad
bringing the controversial leader to
~as be.e n ~ffiliated with the group
campus for four reasons.
s ine~ its ~ n ce ption . According to
''One , because we believe in the
Lewis, she 1s Fari:akhan's administraright of freedom of speech and anytive assistant, personal secretary and
•
one has the right to air their views,"
attorney.
he said, citing the opposition FarraThe student leaders scheduled to
khan has received from other
make presentations are : Trent Hatchuniversities, in'cluding the University
ett, · vice:President of PSM; Ras
of the District of Columbia.and most
Baraka, executive minister of Black •
recently, Georgetown University.
Nia F .O .R.C.E (Freedom Organiza''Secondly," said Lewis, ''we be"-1 tion for Racial and Cultural Enlightlieve in the rights of black people to· ment); and Abdul-Haqq Islam of the
independently select their own leaderNation of Islam.
ship outside of the constraints or
Admission is $10; tickets are availcontrol of the media.
'
able at Cramton Auditorium all
''Third, we support Minister Far- Hecht's ticket centers, Ticketro~ on
rakhan because we feel he is the 1101 17th St. N .W . and 51 N St.
fo remost spokesman for black em- N .E. and Tape Connection on Gepowerment and selP-determination at orgia Ave.
•
J

Hotspots

JIMMIE JOHNSON
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

-. ''

lJavid Mayers, a counselor in the
School of Communications, said he
deals with an increasing number of
transfer slude,nts every year, and
1 finds their reasons for transferring
vary.
''Students come here because their
previous school did not have the major they wanted, or because it was
just too expensive,'' Mayers said.
''Some of them just wanted to experience a black school."
Gregory King transferred from the
University California at Los Angeles
last fall because he ''was looking for
a change."
1
' 1 grew up in a majority white environment,'' King said '' and I
want~ what being a!_fiqward,

P:g1 9

me~sage: Afri c an-Ameri c~ n

pride

and maturity .
Johnny Gill led the song with a
solo that sounded like a cross bet- .
ween Luther Vandross and Alex- l
ander O'Neal. He captivated the t
audience by holding notes and
uninterruptedly singing up and
down the musical scale .
Then as 31J. added thrill, the band
slowed the pace down once more as
black ·h ats, symbolizing ma nhood,
came gracefully down from the ceiling to adorn the heads of the
performers.
Nearing the end of the concert,
NE's band picked up the pace to a
snazzy drum beat, broke into the
famed ' ' If It Isn' t Love'' dance
routine and left the crowd in a total
frenzy."
.~
In addition, Bobby Brown, whq
had come down with influenza , by
Sunday also displayed his outstanding talents along with back-up
dancers .
He strutted on stage with Derby
hat o n head , briefcase in hand..
cigar in mouth, casually dressed in
a silk coffee-colore~. •wo-piece o utfit. rlfs prero~=...1ve perhaps?

-

• '

new! y renovated Union Staticin in
Downtown.
Thi s
New
Orleans
style
bar/ restaurant has D.C. 's most intoxicating and unusual named daiquiris. One of their famous concoctions is called the ''one-ninety octain' ' made with grain alcohol, vodka
and orange juice. For the lovers of
Kool--Aid, ''Fat Tuesday '' filffers
drinks such as Purple Passion made
with bourbon, rum and grape--KoolAid . A free one-half ounce sample of
the daiquiri is available befo.re
ordering. J
_
The glasses of daiquiri come in two
sizes, a 12 ounce for $3.25 and a 17
ounce for $4.25.
The atmosphere of ''Fat Tuesday''
suggests of having a good time with
friends. The music has an up beat
tempo, straying away fro1n the To p
.
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CUTS APROflLE
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Leslee .
Bliss Kukie
.HANG OUT: Georgetown

•

MEAN AGE: 10 · 30
R CAREER INTEREST:

"

-

•

mputers -- mainframes &

,I

ros.
OR CAREER INTEREST:
· ing my first scandalous
vel.

YAM I DOING ALL THIS?
s a wild and crazy thing to do!
TE: Life is fu ll of risks .
e them all, or you 'll miss
'If the·fun!'

HAIRCUTTER: Bubbles,

,.

ere they know how to
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Hilltopics
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The OhiO Club is sponsoring a trip to
Cleveland, Colur.'lbus, and Cincinno i
for the Thanksgiving holiday.
Club Philly would like to thank all those
who donated money and/or helped us
with the Halloween Porty for the children
at H.U. Hospital. We Wont to thank DJ
Trouble-Tre<;.- and his crew, and all those
who supported our post-homecoming
game party in the Punch-Out. We would
like to send our deepest sympathies to
Terri Green and her family, ond we wish
our home-boy Byron a speedy recovery.

ATTENTION
The Howard University Global Business
Network will be having their general
body meeting every Thursday at

l L50om .. SPBA, Rm.437.
All majors ore welcome.
Further information contact Natasha

789-8152.

..

The Principles of Speech Program wi ll
sponsor a free Student OrotorioJ Exibitio11, November 16th, at 6:30pm in the
Human Ecology Auditorium. Students
from Principles classes will pre~ent
speeches, poems, prose. Information
contact: Dr. R.S. Zahorno 636-671 l.
Bookfoir

&

LEARN TO PLAY BRIDGE
WIN ·A $1000 SCHOLARSHIP
(And on all expense paid trip to
Nashville, Tenn.) Prepare now to represent Howard University in the ABA Intercollegiate Bridge Tournament in
Nashvi lle, Tenn.
Prizes: $1000 Scholorship to 1st place
pair
$500 Scholarship to
2nd place pair
Interested students may coll 882-5877 or
sign up in Room 134, Blackburn.
1st Meeting: Thurs. Nov. 17th
Time: 3:10pm
Place: Room 142, Blackburn Center
OHIOANS!!!
There will be on Ohio Club meeting on 1
Nov. 10th & 17th at 6pm in Rml05
Douglass Holl. The deadline for dues is
Nov 10th .
•

Springbreak Barefoot
Cruise
50ft. yachts Bimini Bahamas

Groups of 8 $435 pp 7doys
l-800-999-7245 Anytime
Arrange small group cruise free!

The HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
CLUB
Will have a meeting on Wed .. Nov. 16th,
1988 at 5:30pm in Locke Hall Rm105.
All are welcome to attend this meeting.

•T~h~e'LGd
~n1e=-sc-=
Of"A"l=ph"a"""'K"a=ppa=:-An:IPh=a=, - Can you feel it getting closer? A~ IMAG E
should be formin g in your mind's eye.
I
,nc.
c
11·
·I
Alpha hopter
on you ee 1t getting c oser?

Soro:'2

present

-

Hey; Meet me at Noonday Prayer from
12 to 1pm on Wednesday and Fridays
in Andrew Rankin Chapel. We'll be
chillin in the word.
Tell t hem J.C. From N ozereth sent you.

"AKA WEEK"
Monday, November 14, 1988 7-9pm
Undergrad Lee Rm

··south Africa: Forgetting the
Struggle''

VIRGINIA CLUB
\ MEETING

Tuesday, November 15, 1988 7-9pm
Undergrad Lee Rm

Countries••
Wednesdo'tt. November 16, 1988 7-9pm·
School of Business Aud.

Bring $5 dues!
This is o mandatory meeting!

All Medical, Nursing,
Allied Health Students

Pharmacy, &

TUESDAY!
'

November, 29th 1988

l0-3pm
Main lobby of the Mudd Build ing

•

Register for the Indiana State Associa-

tion's "U GOT TH• H.U. LOOK"
Contest!
•
ONE TIME ONLY--TODAY!!
Ground Floor, Blackburn Center
10am-3pm
$1 contest picture fee.

BMW - BIBLE MINISTRY WORKSHOP will
be continuing it's fourth consecutive year
of exciting biblical discussion. Join us any
Saturday al 5pm in Drew Holl Lounge for
Friendship and Fellowship.
'

GREEK VARIETY SHOW
A ·Synthesis of Tolent
Singing ... Dancing ... Fashion .. .
AND MORE!! !
The Physical Education and Recreation
Major's Club is selling ROUND-UP BUTTONS for $1 . Button reserves seat fo r
H.U . vs . Delaware St . Gome.

in

Blackburn

in conjunction wit h Phi Beto Sigma
Fraternity, Inc., Alpha Chapter
Thursday, November 17, 1988 7-9pm
School of Business Aud.

Thurs. Nov 17th .... 7 ,30-9,30pm

PERSONALS

116 Douglass Holl

Mr. Arch,
You're giving me everything I need.
You're giving me everything I miss at
home!
Christine

Sat. Dec 3rd .... t-3pm
UGL Lecture Holl

ATTENTION PREMEDICAL
STUDENTS
Howard's College of Medicine will host
a breakfast program for premedical
students on"Sot . Nov , 19th at 9am in the
HU Hospital Cafeteria. Coll 636-7232 for
more info.
All volunteers for '88 ore invited to the
Post-Homecoming Porty on November

1988 1 lom

For complete descriptions of individual
seminars, in formation on materials, supplies and re_gistrotion, please check:
H.U.S.-.ft.. Bulletin Boord
102 ·81hckburn Cerfter
Or call Lisa Craig or Dr. Barbaro Flint

Stan.
This one is tor you, Ondrea and Tony
Top Gun

at 636-7007.

Y.M.R.
Get Well soon
I ha te to see you ill
I love you very much
U gotsta chi II

mandatory General

There will be a

As11embly Meeting

on Wednesday,
Nov 16th at 6:30pm in the Blackburn
Center Forum.

Neumetrac 1

'll, 1988.

1-3pm

Something very BIG is coming! Be on the
lookout for it . It wi ll be here before you
know it . Something very Big is coming!

"

Auditorium, Blackburn Center

•• Africare Presentation''

SOMETHING IN THE AIR

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?

2pm

Saturday, November 19, 1988 5-7pm
Sch of Social Work Aud

Blackburn Hilltop Lounge

Coll GERRY' BARNES 332-7345.

by
Wo lter F. laFeber
Dept. of History
Cornell University
Mon. Nov 14th

monies lo be donated to Afrlcore and
Jamaica Relief Fund

Reception''

Lorge, convenient. Slowe Holl area , very
quiet.
·
.

12th Annual M erze Tate Seminar In
Diplomatic History
TOPIC:''Reagan In Central America: A
Historian's Perspective''

Friday, November 18, 198,~ 7pm
Flagpole Main Camr,us
''Candlelight Vigil' to mark the begin1ng of the

''Breolr.~Fast

l ROOM LEFT. NEWLY RENOVATED .

Lorge room for rent
Located near Howard University. Call'
Corl or Ed ot 332-04 11 LeoVe messege
on answering machine.

women''

Call ta Chapel

FOR RENT

HUSA presents the REDI SED {Research
Education Development Institute Supplementary Education Program) Seminar
Series.
VIP: Successful Internships, Volunteer
Activities and Applied Learning ProjectsApplications, Step-by-Step Instructions
for Getting the Placem ent You Want .
Thurs. Nov 10t h .... 8-9 :30pm

Sot. Nov 19th ..... 1-3pm
UGL lecture Holl
Education & Economics: G etting
Money and Making M oney with SelfOirected Learning Proiects, Credit, Contracts, Proposals, and Negotiation

Ca"reer
Perspectives presented by AKA

Third Annual Stop.Hunger Fast

Howard University Student Association
(HUSA) presents ''Women in Relation to
God," a .lecture led by Sis. Ava
Muhammed, the Director of Legal Affairs
for N.0.1. Th,e program w ill be held on
Tuesday. November 15th at 7pm in the
East Bollroorp of Blackburn Center. For
more information, contact Ros Boroko at

636-7007.

A coll to all North Carolinians; ebme out
and support the Blood Drive. sponsored
by the Campus Senate. Register Today!

Roscoe & The Boys ,
It ' s been REAL !
Seems like on eternity . So ...
Let's GO 4~2!

.

FOR SALE

Bobydoll II
P.S. Woo-Woo Sends Her -Love! ' ··.

FACULTY /STAFF/STUDENTS
Top prices paid for used and unwonted
textbooks with resole value.
Tim Jones
TAJ Book Service

PopP.S,
'
Happy Birthday from two close friends ,
don't forget about our little sins.
A licia

722-0701 •
SUPPORT A STUDENT ENTERPRISE

''I wasn't rubbing

and
Mo

THE GIFT OF GOD

it in- I just wanted
Eddie to know
the score of
last nights
e.''

Twan,
Thanks for the memori'es, hope to hove
many more!
A licia

We sell gold and silver jewe_lry ot discount prices. Also specialize in jewelry
repairs. Call us -- 722-0018.

JOBS
Accumulate the needy CASH for your
child's education. Start a 13 percent insured savings plan today. Save as little
as $2 or $3 a day . Create substantial
monies for your child's education. Calf
Arrende ll & Associates Financial Planners - 686-9800.

•

•

•

-

I

I.,

BUSINESS MAJORS - Goin practical experience in. Marketing, Advertising, and
Soles with small business. Interesting
work, fun atmosphere, and opportun ity
for advancement before and ofter
graduation. Flex ibile om and pm hours,
Salary/Internships. 783-6488.
Recept ionist:

GET STARTED WITH
THE LEADER
•

Anslee ,
I
., ·
Happy Birthday . let' s do JoSper's again
Soon !
· Triple M

l

Females
Benefit - $ l 00
Criteria:
Ages 18 to 52
Must have Irregular
Menstrual Cycles
Coll 636-184 l for Details.

I

I

The YMCA Urban Program Center needs
dance and drama instructors for its AfterSchoo l Prog ram, M-TH, 3-4:30pm. ~ For
more information, please coll Anne Brob-

.
Art Enthusiasts
Earn Christmas money selling fine art gift
PrOdUcts. Work on your own. Now interviewing. Coll Susan Furr 650-0225.

ART STUDENTS•
Would you like to get paid to learn o new
croft? One day seminar in f rame restor.otion. Leave messege for Kerry at

347-2000.

•

/

A ccumul ati:: needy cash for your child's
ed ucation. Sta rt a n insured savings pion
today. For as little as $2. 00 at $3 .00 o
day you con accumulate Substa ntia l
M onies for Y9U' child's ed ucation . Co ll
A rrende ll & A ssoci ates Fi na nci a l
Plbn ners-686-9SOO. "' . :

"°

)

Onika
Keith l,
Forget that photo guy.
I've got my lens on you ..
VERY interested.
FOZ.!le,

love
The Red Fortune Fish

Volunteer to tutor today!
Go in a special fr~ e nd!

·llllARCHPAPlll
18.278 to chooH from-all s•i.bjt:t•
Order C1t11og Toda , writ> Visa/MC or COO

80(1-351-0222
lt1 <::1111. 121 31 477 "8226
Ot, rush $2.00 to: AeMsrdl A11 1strnce

11322 IGR Ave. ~ SN , . Los Angeles , CA 90025
Cus\OO'I research also available-all levels

Hilltop ad
deadline
Fri. 5 .m.
-

f

I

I

•

Enici6,
/
You go.I wh)J\U ask for!

Call, 797-1 869

DON"T MISS THE BOATI !

•

May this B'Doy b/the best.
Look fwd to the cbration w11 h
FJ;LE; and the Flinstones.

Happy 21st B-Doy

•

The right choice.

Kim L. Horris
I Love You With A ll Of My f-leor1 ! !
Gwynn

Pop

Do you need o ·new look?
Coll Stoey 726-7044 A fter 9:30pm
A licensed Professional

ATlaT

/

by at 398-2600.

IS YOUR HAIR GIVING YOU
PROILEMS1

Alex Sum. University of Washington· Class of·1990

Yo, Troy,
What is up with my Jeanie? My wishes
hove not been granted as of yet!!!
GUESS??

Goto,
Don't despair, I w ill find you o home.
Yvonne

Graduate student in English willing to
tutor student in Technical Writing course .
•

"TENDERONI"

Anne,
Happy Birthday. Don't let anyone disturb
this groove!
D-Master

WANTED
•

Leslie. Ericka. Coren
I can't begin to thank you all enough,.
When I doubted myself, you helped me
to see a strength I didn't know existed.
W ith your constant support and
understanding, 1 hove ove'is:ome!
I Love You!
Kris

NUTRllSYSTEM

•

•

Brian,
Congratulations on having made the
grade! Your hard wdrk and persistence
has paid off.
Mechelle

T P.,

Equal Opportunity Employer

Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with .KRff Long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie
was the one who said your team
could never win three straight.
So give him a call. It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch 5omeone®
If youtl like to know more about
A'IBiT products and services, like
mternational f.alling and the A'.I8iT
Card, call us at 1 800 222·0300.

Yo ur Baby

Did yo u get your card? Sorry I did not
follow through. Something important
come up. I om still looking forward to
following through.

Weight Loss Centirs
•

Gory,
Ooh Baby _ __
Oh, you're so sexy!!

Nutri/System, c l~::ider iri the weight loss
industry, has positions ava ilable for
Receptionists. Must be relia151e, professional, f lexible, energetic and excel in a
busy enviornment. II you possess these
qualities, we're interested in ta lking to
you. These positions are idea l for people coming bock into tb.e war~ environment. Even ing hours ovciloble. We offer hourly plus benefits and extef' sive
training.
For the D.C. area cell Traci ot (703 )
533-8770. Please coll betweeri 10o m
and 3pm.

I

•

I

Near lfoword! Coll 232·0457

116 Dou glass Holl

Graduation:

Sunday, November 20,
Rankin Chapel

New Community A fter SchOol
& Advocacy Progra m
6 14 S St reet, NW

Female roomote needed to share
spacious room. 10 mir1ute walk. from
campus. Coll (202) 483-6760.

•

.'

The Campus Senate is sponsoring a
blood drive on Monday, November 14th.
from 1Dam to 4 pm in the Blackburn
Center. Please come out a nd give the gift
of life.

WHEN, November 17, 1988 at 6•30pm

''Rope Crisis Seminar II''

''Beyond

Forum

I

WHERE: The
(A uditorium)

"Plight of Women in Third World

Ringdoy

for

)

'
•

\

